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FOREWORD
This report was prepared by Bell Helicopter Company of Fort Worth, Texas forthe Prototype Division of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio under Contract F33615-69-C-1578. The researchis part of the investigation of folding-proprotor aircraft version of thetilt-rotor aircraft concept having application to potential Air Forcemissions. This report covers Phase I, "Design Studies," and Phase II, "ModelTests" of the subject contract. Mr. D. Fraga, AFFDL/PTA, was the ProjectEngineer for the Phase I effort and Mr. R. Hirt, AFFDL/PTC, was the ProjectEngineer for the Phase II effort.

This final report is presented in one volume and the wind-tunnel test datareports containing reduced tabulated and plotted force and moment data pre-pared by the Vought Aeronautics Low-Speed Wind-Tunnel personnel are availableat the Flight Dynamics Laboratory.

Mr. J. DeTore was the Bell Helicopter Project Engineer for Phase I of thecontract and Mr. E. L. Brown was the Bell Helicopter Project Engineer for thePhase II effort. The authors acknowledge the assistance of Dr. i. Yen andMr. T. Gaffey of Bell Helicopter for support of the dynamics protion of thetechnical effort and Mr. L. Kemp of Bell Helicopter for support for the
aerodynamics portion.

This report has been reviewed and is approved.

Ernest J. Cross, r.
LTCOL, USAF
Chief, Prototype Division
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1. SUMMARY

This report summarizes the design studies and presents the results of wind-
tunnel test investigations of the folding-proprotor aircraft concept
accomplished under Phase I and II of Contract F33615-69-C-1578 for the USAF
Flight Dynamics Laboratory.

The design studies defined the D270A and D270B folding-proprotor aircraft for
USAF rescue and transport missions. Both are VTOL aircraft which can lift
off vertically at altitudes over 7030 Leet at 95OF and which have speed
ranges extending to over 400 knots. Gross weights are in the 66,000-pound
category and disc loadings are about 16 pounds per square foot. Risk areas
of the concept wero found to be in the areas of mechanisms, aerodynamics,
stability and control, and dynamics. The D270 designs satisfied the require-
ments of the missions specified end are possible VTOL design solutions for a
high-speed, high-hover-time mission.

Wind-tunnel test investigations of selected risk areas were accomplished
during Phase 11. Two models were tested. Dynamic investigations were con-
ducted of a one-fifth-scale semispan powered aeroelastic model representing
a 25-foot-diameter folding proprotor. Dynamic data and wind-tunnel balance
data were obtained and were scaled to equivalent full-scale values. The
dynamic data included time histories of control settings, flapping, and blade
and wing loads during the stop/fold process. In addition, data were obtained
which included rotor torque, control settings, flapping, and wing loads at
two pylon angles with the rotor powered. Investigations of model dynamic
stability in the proprotor mode showed no proprotor/pylon instability in the
conversion speed ranne tested. With rotcr stopped, no flutter was experi-
enced at any fold angle up to 692 knots (1.46 VH for the stop/fcld mode).
Rotor stop-start rates were investigated over the range from 1.95 to 4.34
seconds which encompassed the range of optimum rates based on oscillatory
and transient loads. The angle of attack envelope for the stop-start process
was investigated at a typical speed of 175 knots and tzas found to exend to
approximately 6 degrees wing angle of attack based on blade loads. Blade,
wing, and control loads were investigated for several fold angles, including
fully folded and fully opened, up to a wing angle of attack of 11 degrees at
175 knots, &nd 3 degrees at 292 knots. Time histories of continuous stop/

fold/unfold/start sequences were obtained for speeds up to 175 laots with a
wing angle of attack of 6 degrees. By the conclusicn of the test, powered
proprotor data at several torque oed fobtained for the pylon angles
representing proprotor flight and 30 degrees above that angle. Data were
correlated with theoretical predictions and compared with full-scale powered
tilt-rotor data in the tilt range.

Aerodynamic investigations of cruise-mode drag and stability characteristics
of the wingtip folded blade configuration were conducted with a one-fifth-
scale model of the Bell Model 300 modified to a folding-proprotor configura-

tion. For the configuration tested, drog of the folded blades in cruise was
found to be the smaller part of the wingtip-pod and folded-blade contribution
to total aircraft drag. The larger part is due to the basic transmission and
pylon wechanism cowlings generic to the configuration. The bl&des tend to
decrease pit'h and yaw stability and increase effective dihedral. Theseeffects were offset in part by contributions of the jet engine acce).les, which

D270-099-003 I-I



were underslung beneath the wing and which may not be typically generic.
Aerodynamic model development testing is desirable for specific folding-
proprotor tonfigurations.

A third model was designed, fabricated, and delivered to the Air Force for
testing in the NASA-Langley V/STOL wind tunnel. This is a one-tenth-size
full-span powered aerodynamic model of the D270A, The purpose of tests with
this model is to investigate stability and control and aerodynamic character-
istics on the conversion or pylon-tilt range from hover through low- and
high-speed helicopter, conversion, and proprotor modes. Test results will
give characteristics typical of the larger proprotor aircraft with disc
loadings in the 16-pounds-per-square-foot range.

Bell Helicopter Company presents two recoimnendations to the government which
are based on the Phase II results in the light of related small-scale and
full-scale proprotor and folding proprotor investigations. These are:

- For the folding proprotor, update component designs of the mechanisms
related to proprotor folding to provide an improved basis for
assessment of the concept.

- For the tilt rotor, proceed into flight investigations with a 25-
foot-diameter proprotor research/technology demonstrator aircraft
to validate design criteria and analytical methods which have been
thoroughly verified by small-scale model investigations and full-
scale component evaluations.
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II. INTRODUCTION

A solid background of design, analysis, and wind-tunnel and flight testing
has shown that the tilt-rotor configuration is a promising low-disc-loading
V/STOL concept for at least doubling the operational speeds of modern heli-
copters. Efficient hover and helicopter-like low-speed control capability
can be provided over greater mission stage lengths and with quicker response
times than are possible to obtain with helicopters.

Extensive testing of the XV-3 tilt-rotor aircraft in 1959 demonstrated that
flight could be maintained in the hover mode, in the cruise mode, or in any
intermediate configuration. The XV-3 test program also idenLified problem
areas associated with proprotor/pylon dynamic stability and low damping of
the short-period flight modes. These were subsequently investigated and
solutions were reported during the Army Composite Aircraft Program in 1967.
Advanced proprotor versions of the Composite Aircraft were shown to have
speed potential up to 500 knots by employing advanced airfoils, structural
techniques, and mechanical devices to extend performance and aeroelastic
stability at the high speeds. However, the additional devices and design
requirements for tilt-proprotor operation at high subsonic speeds incur
additional weight and complexity. Another approach for increasing the speed
capability of the tilt rotor is to employ the folding-proprotor concept. In
the high-speed mode, convertible fan/shaft engines provide the propulsive
thrust allowing the rotor blades to be stopped and folded after the) have
been tilted from the helicopter to the proprotor mode. This approach greatly
reduces the problems of designing the proprotor to avoid aeroelastic insta-
bility at high subsonic speeds, but the stopping and folding of the proprotor
impose other design requirements. The question which arises is: does the
addition of variable thrust fans to the basic shaft engine and the provision
of in-flight blade folding represent less weight than the provision of
additional proprotor strength, transmission torque capability, increased
tail size, and additional wing stiffness for satisfactory proprotor character-
istics in the high subsonic speed range? For a comparison of the folding
proprotor and advanced proprotor (or any other V/STOL) approaches for high
subsonic sjeed flight, an investigation of fcldini-proprotor technology was
in order. Such an investigation is the subject of this report. In the

following paragraphs, additional detail ib provided on the description of the
folding proprotor concept, prior and relatad work, and purposes of the inves-
tigations described herein.

A. WE FOLDING-PROPROTOR CONCEPT

The folding-proprotor aircraft concept is an extension of the low-disc-
loading, tilt-proprotor VTOL aircraft to a fan-propelled stoppable-rotor
configuration suitable for high-speed mission requirements.

The concept is illustrated in its various flight modes in Figure II-1.
Takeoff is with proprotor masts vertical, followed by acceleration into
forward flight in the helicopter mode. Conversion from helicopter to prop-
rotor mode is identical to that of the tilt proprotor, and is initiated
in level flight, while climbing, or during descent by tilting the rotors
forward where they produce thrust as conventional propellers. The tran-
sition from proprotor to high speed cruise mode is then accomplished by
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transferring propulsive thrust from proprotors to fans, then by feathering,
stopping, and folding the proprotors.

Steps in the transition process, from tilt-proprotor mode to high-speed
cruise mode, as shown in Figure 11-2, are initiated by commanding increases
in fan mass flow and thus engine propulsive thrust from the compound engines
until proprotors are windmilling. The command varies pitch of the fan rotors
or stator blades. Concurrently, proprotor blade pitch is being reduced
automatically toward the windmilling state by the proprotor rpm governor,
which is sensing power turbine speed reductions resulting from increased fan
power demands. When the proprotors reach windmilling state, rotors are
decoupled from the drive train. Flapping is locked, blades feathered to stop
the rotors, masts locked at the azimuth position for folding, blade pitch
reset, and blades are folded aft along the wingtip nacelles and locked in
place. The steps are stoppable and reversible at any point and are commanded
by forward or reverse actuation of a sequence control switch on the cyclic
stick. When the blades are folded, rotor drag is reduced, and the aircraft can
accelerate to its cruise speed. Since stopping and folding the proprotors
removes the speed constraints associated with the tilt-proprotor configuration,
the maximum speed capability is then established only by the installed thrust
of the powerplants.

The rotors which are folded during cruise, can have blade planform, airfoil
sections, and twist which are optimized for hover. The high cruise speed
capability of the folding-proprotor VTOL concept increases productivity for
logistics support missions, decreases vulnerability during air-assault and
aircrew-rescue missions when penetrating a nonpermissive environment, and
offers fast response for all missions--frequently the difference between
success or failure of a military operation.

There are other operational characteristics which make the folding-proprotor
configuration suited for military applications. Among these are:

- The folded proprotors minimize the aircraft radar signature during
cruise, and they make air-to-air refueling less hazardous. Both of
these considerations are important for missions including dircrew
rescue.

- The proprotors, their drive system, and related controls are not
turning during the majo-ity of the flight time; i.e., during cruise.
This extends their time between overhaul in terms of total aircraft
flight hours and reduces maintenance and spares support requirements.

- While redundant design of critical systems makes a failure which would
prevent reconversion to vertical flight configuration unlikely, a
run-on landing at a conventional airfield can be made with blaeqs
folded in cruise configuration without danger of aircraft damage.

- For VTOL aircraft intended for Navy and Marine applications, blade
folding is required to achieve maximum shipboard compatibility. In
fact, all transport-size helicopters operated from ships already
incdrpor&te automatic blade folding. The folding provisions, there-
fore, do not constitute an additional handicap for VTOL aircraft
intended for shipboard operation.
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The low-disc loading of the folding-proprotor VTOL enables it to
lift large payloads for short-range e:xternal cargo missions normally
associated with a flying crane. This versatility of the folding-
proprotor configuration in effectively meeting widely differing
mission requirements, constitutes one of its principal advantages
when compared to other VTOL types. It is this mission versatility
that could open new and as yet unrealized applications for the air-
craft.

* B. PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

1. Basic Tilt 'Rotor

* The wind-tunnel and flight investigations of the XV-3 (Reference 1) demon-
strated the feasibility of the tilt-rotor concept. Sustained flight in
helicopter, conversion (pylon tilt), and airplane (proprotor) modes was
demonstrated. Power-off reconversions from airplane to helicopter mode
followed by autorotative landings were conducted. Due to the large aspect

*ratio effect of the side-by-side rotors, power requirements at low speed,
50 to 60 knots, were considerably reduced from that required to hover which
allowed short takeoff and landing (STOL) operations to be demonstrated at
overload gross weights. The primary problem areas defined by the XV-3
were: proprotor pylon stability, low damping for the short period modes,
and excessive rotor flapping in maneuvers. Secondary problem areas included
"lateral darting" tendencies when hovering in ground effect, high pilot
workload due to complicated controls, and an uuderpower situation due to
the use of a piston powerplant as described in Reference i. Following the
XV-3 tests, investigations continued and during the Army Composite Program
(Reference 2) solutions were employed which were designed to improve the
tilt-rotor concept as defined by the XV-3.

The approach on the Composite Aircraft Design was to use two 38.5-foot-
diameter, three-bladed, stiff-inplane gimbal-mbunted rotor systems with
flapping restraint springs and negative delta three control linkage. The
rotor was mounted on a "focused mast" pylon assembly which was rigidly
attached to a wing of high torsional stiffness. This combination provided
a rotor system which was inherently frce from ground and air resonance,
provided a proprotor/pylon (whirl flutter) stability boundary well in excess
of 1.44 times the maximum aircraft speed of 356 knots, minimized the sensi-
tivity of the rotor to flapping during gusts and maneuvers, and provided
ample longitudinal control power of the rotor system in the hover mode.
In addition, to reduce pilot workload and optimize handling qualities relative
to the XV-3, a stability and control augmentation system (SCAS), simplifiedzontrols and turbine power were included in the design. The results of that

work are described in Referenc- 3 through 6. Reference 6 also presents the
approach for realizing 400-pluE ..,t speeds with advanced proprotor approaches.

After the conclusion of the Army Composite Program, work was continued on a
smaller, 25-foot-diameter tilt-rotor research aircraft design defined as the
Model 300 aircraft and reported under NASA Contract NAS2-5386, Reference 7.
Since the speed capability of the smaller craft was slightly less (300 knots)
than that of the composite aircraft, the design approach was similar, except
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that the focused mast concept was eliminated for simplicity without loss of
ample margin for proprotor aeroelastic stability. The proprotor dynamic
design criteria were verified in two full-scale wind-tunnel tests ol the 25-
foot proprotor. The first test with the unpowered rotor mounted on simulated
wing assemblies of full- and quarter-stiffness wing assemblies proved the
design aeroelastically to maximum tunnel speed which represented scale speeds
up to 400 knots. The second test with power, showed propulsive efficiencies
and static hover capability in excess of predicted values. The results of
both tests are provided in References 8 and 9. These tests end related
small-scale tests have shown the tilt proprotor dynmic design criteria to
be well in hand for application to full-scale airccaft flight prugrams. In
the areas of performance and stability and control, information concerning
net effects of overall performance and stability and control derivatives
have been obtained. (See for example, Reference 10.) More remains to be
done however, on identifying the contributions of isolated components (tail,
wing, flaps, etc.) to overall vehicle performance and stability and control
characteristics so that designs may be optimized for specific missions.

2. Folding Proprotor

In 1965, in a series of reports for the Army leading to the Composite Air-
craft Program, growth potential of the tilt-rotor aircraft was identified
and included the "folded-blade proprotor" concept. Following a series of
events, the Air Force expressed, late in 1967, interest in this concept for
rescue, recovery, and transport missions. In 1968, Bell conducted, under its
IR&D program, design studies and model tests of this concept and results were
published in References 11 and 12. Based on the background of tilt-proprotor
work described above and on the exploratory model tests and anilyses conducted
under t.se independent studies, principal effects of adding folding capability
to the proprotor in the areas of performance, stability and control, and
dynamics were identified in 1968 and are summarized below:

Performance - Windmilling drag of the proprotors prior to folding
are well within the low-speed thrust capability of
fans installed fo: 400-knot cruise speeds.

- Cruise drag of folded blades and the wingtip pods
represent about 15 percent of total aircraft drag
based on tests at low Reynolds and Mach numbers.

Stability and - As the proprotors are stopped, aircraft neutral point
Control shifts forward and total lift curve slope increases and

provides the criteria for sizing the horizontal tail.

- During rotor stopping and starting, the longitudinal
forces generated at the rotor, due to exch3nges between
aircraft and rotor kinetic energy, produces aircraft
pitching moment variations (as well as longitudinal
accelerations) which must be considered in the aircraft
design.

- Aerodynamic interference of the rotor blades on the wing
at blade passage frequency at low rotor rpm could affect
aircraft short-period as well as wing structural modes.
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Dynamics The flapping freedom of the gimballed rotor must be
locked out at low rotor speed to avoid a flapping
instability.

IWing vibration is excited at low rotor rpm due to wing/
rotor aerodynamic interference and could be alleviated
by traversing these frequencies quickly. (A trade-off
between rotor longitudinal forces on the aircraft and
excitation of structural modes results when selecting
rotor stop/start rates.)

Wing divergence speed boundaries with the rotor stopped
bitt not folded are well in excess of the stop/fold
speed range when wing stiffness requirements are met for
proprotor operation.

Flutter stability boundaries of the exposed portions of
the folded blades are raised into the transonic speed
range and beyond.

Proprotor blade static strength designed for 50-foot-
per-second gusts at proprotor cruise speeds is sufficient
for gusts up to 66 feet per second with the rotor stopped
but not folded at typical stop/start flight speeds.

One-per-rev blade loads while maneuvering during the
stop/start process with flapping locked out and with
blade structural configuration representative of proprotor-
only operation would result in low-cycle fatigue damage and
tend to redace blade life.

It was found that improved analyti'al techniques were required in assessing
system stability and component loads at very low and zero rotor rpm. There
followed a series of contracted efforts sponsored by the Air Force and NASA
to further investigate folding proprotor technology. These included analyt-
ical studies for predicting stability derivatives at low and zero rpm
(Reference 13)9 predfctiun of dynamic stability, loads and vibration during
the stop/fold proce.s including the effects of wing/rotor aerodynamic inter-
ference (Reference 14). and the prediction of wing/rotor aerodynamic inter-ference on aircraft stability in the airplane mode (Reference 15). A program

for ths wind-tunnel test of a full-scale 25-foot-diameter folding proprotor
(the Model 627 rotor) on a simulated wing with full-scale stiffness was com-
pleted under Contract NAS2-5461. Design studies of the application of this

rotor to a resiarch aircraft (D272) are presented in Reference 16 and final
results of that program including wind-tunnel tests of the Model 627 rotor
are presented in Relerence 12.

Concurrently with the above folding proprotor technology pgograms the effort
described iv this report was initiated under Air Force Contract F33615-69-C-1578
for Design Studies and Hodel Tests of the folding pruprotor configuration.

C. PURPOSE OF DESIGN STUDIES AND MODEL TESTS

The contract under which the work reported herein was accomplished was -nitiated
in April 1969 and included bot% design studies of full-scale aircraft suitable for
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Air Force missions (Phase I) and wind-tunnel testing (Phase II). The purpose
of the contracted effort including Phase I and II was generation of basic
design data for folding-proprotor aircraft to aid in providing a technical
base from which the concept ran be assessed against competing V/STOL aircraft.
Objectives were identification and exploration of potential problem areas and
establishment of reliable design criteria through design studies and wind-
tunnel testing,

1. Phase I Design Studies

Phase I was completed in October 1969 and consisted of preliminary design
studies for aircraft optimized for five specific missions coordinated with
the Air Force. A point design was selected from among these for further
refinement. Mission tradeoffs were made and sufficient detail design of
critical components was performed to identify its technical risk areas. It
was recommended that Phase II model work be conducted to investigate risk
areas and that a large-scale model be tested to inv-estigate problems such as
wear and conversion design requirements.

Results of the study are reported in Reference 18 and a synopsis is included

in Section III of this report.

2. Phase II Model Tests

Following completion of Phase I, Phase II model test activities were initiated
with guidance from FDL. The Phase II general objectives consisted of wind-
tunnel tests of aerodynamically scaled models to validate analytical methods of
deriving stability and control derivatives and aerodynamic characteristics,
and testing of dynamically scaled models to aid development of reliable pre-
diction techniques and establishment of valid design criteria.

The model program which evolved included tests of two models and fabrication
of a third. The first model tested was a one-fifth-scale general aerodynamic
force model of the Bell Model 300 tilt-proprotor aircraft modified to a fold-
ing proprotor configuration. Tests were with blades folded edgewise along-
side the wingtip nacelles, and test results give generic characteristics of
this folding-proprotor configuration in the cruise mode, specifically the
effects of the folded blades on configuration characteristics. Objectives
included determination of component drag, incremental drag due to folded
blades, and stability derivatives with the bludes in partial and completely
folded positions.

The second model was a one-fifth scale semispan powered aeroelastic model of
the same aircraft, but modified to have remote-controlled hub lock, blade
feathering, mast lock, and blade folding. Tests included dynamic stability,
stopping, starting, folding, and continuous sequences. Purpose of tests with
this model was the investigation and verification of the planned tilt/stop/fold
control procedures and their effect on rotor flapping, pylon accelerations, and
rotor and wing component loads. Testing was initiated under proprotor wind-
milling conditions and for the stop-fold flight regime including time history
records of control settings, flapping, and blade and wing loads during the
stop/fold process. Objectives included tests in the transition flight regime
at incremental mast tilt angles and with rotor power.
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Both models were fabricated by Bell Helicopter Company under IR&D, and thecontract supported wind-tunnel time cost, data reduction, and analysis.
Most emphasis in Phase II was placed on need for stability and control, and
aerodynamic testing in the conversion or pylon-tilt range. To satisfy this,a one-tenth-scale full-span powered aeroelastic force model of the Phase I
point design, D270A, was designed, fabricated, and checked out. Tests of thismodel were planned for the NASA-Langley V/STOL Wind Tunnel.

I
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Helicopter Flight Forward Tilt Conversion

Proprotor Flight Fan Propulsion

Rotors Stopped and Folding

High-Speed Cruise Mode Cruise Configuration
Rotors Folded

Figure II-l. Folding Proprotor Conversion
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III. DESIGN STUDY SUMMARY

The Phase I Design Studies developed five point designs and were conducted
on the basis of folding-proprotor aircraft optimized for several specific
Air Force missions. One point design aircraft was selected from among these,
for further refinement, and mission tradeoffs. Preliminary design of
critical components was performed to identify the technical risk areas
associated with the aircraft in question, and a test program was then recom-
mended to investigate each of these risk areas.

The following sections contain a synopsis of the work accomplished during
Phase I. For detail information on each area, reference is made to the
Phase I Interim Report, "Design Studies of Folding Proprotor VTOL Aircraft,"
Reference 18.

A. OBJECTIVES

Objectives were to perform parametric and preliminary design studies
relating to specific mission performance, identify and analyze potential
technical problem areas, and develop data for scaling of a full-scale
design down to properly sized model hardware. The tasks performed in
Phase I were:

- Establish the impact of miasion requirements on folding-

proprotor aircraft by optimizing a point design for each of
five sets of mission requirements.

- Recommend an aircraft mission and design for future refine-
ment.

- Refine the design of the recommended aircraft.

- Determine the aircraft sensitivity to important design param-
eter changes.

- Identify technical risk areas.

- Recommend subsequent tests and prepare detailed test plans to
investigate the risk areas.

B. APPROACH

Early in the study, key considerations and initial assumptions required to
initiate the study effort were identified. These included assumptions
relating to rotor and wing aerodynamics, aircraft parameters, and structural
requirements. Items such as propulsion system type and its impact on the
system's cost and schedule, operational characteristics such as noise and
downwash, reliability and battle damage characteristics, and program costs
were considered. Where possible, the effects of these items and their
interactions were determined. In cases where the effects could not be
quantified, assumptions were made for the subsequent efforts.
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Where the quantitative approach was used, in determining characteristics of
a point design, the optimization and selection of the aircraft parameters
were based on considerations of L/D, hover performance, structural weight,
and engine specific fuel consumption characteristics. A description of the
typical methodology used is presented in Reference 19. For each analysis,
the selected parameters generally provided the minimum design gross weight
for the mission being considered. The design processes begins with the
definition of a mission profile and identification of applicable technology.
The missions used for the Phase I study included rescue, recovery, and combi-
nations of these transport profiles. The missions are summarized in the
separately bound Appendix A, classified confidential, of Reference 18. The
applicable technology is based on prior Bell Helicopter studies (Reference 11)
which indicated that the approximate weight growth factor (design gross
weight divided by mission invariant weight) associated with the primary
mission (and based on existing engines) would be approximately 10.0. This
placed the gross weight in the 60,000 to 70,000 pound range for the folding
proprotor configuration.

C. POINT DESIGN SUMMARY

A point design was generated for each of five missions. The specific designa-
tion for each is as follows:

Point Design I (Rescue)

Point Design It (Recovery)

Point Design III (Rescue and Recovery)

Point Design IV (Transport)

Point Design V (Rescue, Recovery and Transport)

A summary of each is shown in Table III-I.

The most demanding mission requirement was found to be that of the rescue
mission. When Point Designs III and V were analyzed for that mission, the
fuselage drag resulting from the larger multipurpose fuselage increased
mission fuel requirements beyond capacity of the basic design. However,
the takeoff weight remained within alternate gross weight capability. Thus,
Point Designs I, II, and IV achieved their missions; whereas, Point Designs
III and V required an overload takeoff for the rescue mission.

Point Designs I, II, and IV were found to have many features in common. The
rotor, propulsion and wing systems are identical. Thus if Point Design I
were developed, it was reasoned that Point Designs Il and IV could be achieved
by the development of a multipurpose fuselage. Layout drawings of the Point
Designs are presented in Reference 18.
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D. RECOMMENDED DESIGN REFINEMENT

It was recommended during the Phase I mid-term briefing of the contract
that the aircraft described as Point Design I be the prime development goal
and used as the basis for the future program effort. The corresponding lift
system was based on a 50-foot-diameter rotor.

The Lycoming LTC4V-I engines and the 50-foot rotors had sufficient capability
for Point Designs II and IV. By providing ample fuselage/blade clearance for
the 10-foot-diameter fuselage of Point Design I, it was planned that it would
be possible to accommodate a larger 13-foot-diameter fuselage to achieve the
requirements of Point Designs II and IV. Thus, the primary dynamic systems
would have multimission capability.

Subsequent guidance from the Air Force included the following items:

- Concentrate on technology for one wing rotor system with alternate
fuselages.

- Use Point Design I to establish basic vehicle and component size.

- Use Point Design IV performance requirements to establish alternate
cargo fuselage for the aircraft sized by Point Design I.

E, REFINED DESIGNS

The D270A is the designation given to the refined design for the rescue
mission. It is based on Point Design I, but involved differences due to
both design requirements and the approach used. The main differences are:

- Two twin-engine nacelles were changed to four individual engine
nacelles resulting in reduced structure and drive system weight and
improved survivability and maintenance qualities.

- Empennage size was reduced by designing to minimum requirements
per MIL-F-8785 and MIL-F-8785A, and considering stability and
control augmentation system operation necessary in the transition
mode for optimum handling.

- Major rearrangement of the wing rib spacing and fuel system
resulted in reduced fuel system weight and increased fuel capacity
in the wtng. Fuselage fuel tanks are not required for the rescue
mission, thereby improving survivability characteristics. j

DI
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- Vertical limit load factor was reduced from 3.0 to 2.5 g's.

- Landing gear capacity was increased to accommodate softer fields.

The designation given to the transport version is the D270B. Layout drawings
for the aircraft and selected components arc presented in Reference 18.

1. D270A

The D270A is illus-_ated in Figure III-1 and has a design gross weight of
66,000 pounds. In the helicopter mode, hover capability extends to over
7000 feet on a 950F day and in the airplane mode, the speed range extends
to over 450 knots. Four Lycoming LTC4V-I convertible fan/shaft engines give
multiengine reliability in both the rotary wing and fixed wing mode. A
shaft version of this engine has completed initial testing.

Its fifty-foot diameter rotors have a design disc loading of 16.8 psf which
is optimum (from productivity considerations) for the rescue miLsion.
Design wing loading is 85 psf which is near optimum for the cruise condi-
tions of 400 knots and 30,000 feet.

The primary dynamic system, consisting of rotors, wing and engine-, is
designed to be suitable for fuselages up to 13-foot diameter. Since the
primary mission for the D270A is a rescue mission, a 10-foot-diameter fuse-
lage has been selected, primarily to minimize drag.

The following table shows primary structural design conditions for the D270A
lift-propulsion system which are the same for the D270B.

TABLE III-II. PROPROTOR DESIGN CONDITIONS, D270(A & B)

Gross weight lb 66000

Load factor g +2.5 -0.5

Limit torque ft-lb 230578

Maximum continuous torque ft-lb 139744

Helicopter rpm 314

Proprotor rpm 191

Limit rpm 345

Maximum velocities

Helicopter kt 150

Proprotor level flight (VH ) kt 250

Proprotor dive (VL) kt 288
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During the component design study activity of Phase 1, criteria such as those
shown and assumptions were required as to details of the mechanism design
associated with stop/fold process. Details of component load distributions,
duty cycles per mission, and wear characteristics which could influence lost
motion, stiffness linearity and damping were lacking and showed the need for
large scale as well as small scale component tests.

2. D270B

The D270B is designed as a transport aircraft and is illustrated in Figure
111-2. Rotor, propulsion, and wing systems are identical to the D270A. The
main difference is the fuselage which is increased to a 13-foot external
diameter. The landing gear has also been changed to maximize internal volume
for cargo. The D270B is based on a modification of Point Design :V described
previously.

3. Dimensions and Parameters

Major dimensions and paraueters for the D270A and D270B are presented in

TABLE III-III. CHARACTERISTICS DATA SUMMARY

Data

Item Units D270A D270B

Airframe

Length ft 81.25 81.25
Overall height ft 30.66 32.33
Maximum fuselage diameter ft 10.00 13.00
Wing span ft 64.25 64.25
Wing area ft2  706 706
Wing aspect ratio -- 5.85 5.85
Design wing loading lb/ft2  85.0 85.0
Vertical tail area ft2  205 205
Horizontal tail area ft2  250 250

Proprotor

Diameter ft 50 50
Number of blades 3 3
Design disc loading lb/ft 2  16.8 16.8
Design CT/0 0.10 0.10
Tip speed (100% rpm) ft/sec 822 822

Zrigine
Number of engines 4 4
Military rating

Horspower (SLS) shp 4420 4420
Thrust (30000 ft, -Mach 0.7) lb 1840 1840
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4. Weight and Performance

Group weight empty summaries are shovn in Table Ill-IV. Gross weight

summaries for the D270A in the rescue and ferry missions, and the D270B in

the 5-ton VTOL, 8.5-ton STOL, and ferry missions, are shown in Table II!-V.

Weights were obtained through refinement of the point design weights by:

- Detailed estimation of systems and structural components whenever

drawings, stress analyses, component sizing, and other necessary

data were available

- Comparison with similar systems with allowances for differences in

size, complexity, and design requirements

- Use of statistical equations which had been verified in previous

use

Performance characteristics of the D270A and D270B are summarized in Table
III-VI and meet or exceed the requirements established for their respective

missions. It should be noted that this was based on assuming a technology
Jlevel representative of conventional structural concepts.

The analysis of the sensitivity of design gross weight as a function of

variations in mission parameters and aircraft design parameters was conducted
and is reported in Reference 18. In addition, the impact on design gross
weight of using advanced structural concepts and composite materials for
selected aircraft components for the rescue mission was also assessed and
reported in Reference 18. The potential savings were shown to be applicable
to reductions in aircraft gross weight or to increased redundancy or surviva-
bility characteristics in an aircraft of a given gross weight.

TABLE Ill-IV. WEIGHT EMPTY SUMMARY

Item D270A Wt (ib) D2701 Wt (lb)

Rotor Group 7521 7521

Blade Assembly 4004 4004

Hub Assembly 2917 2917
Blade Folding 600 60v

Wing Group 5137 5137

Tail Group 1338 1338

Horizontal Tail 790 790
Vertical Tail 548 548

Body Group 4994 7204
Fuselage Basic Structure 2174 2686
Fuselage Secondary Structure 2820 3823
Cargo Handling System - 695
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TABLE III.IV. Continued

AUighting Gear 2631 2764

Main 2011 2122
Nose 620 642

Flight Controls Group 2112 2112

Cockpit Controls 53 53
Automatic Stabilization 30 30
System Controls
Rotor, Nonrotating 848 848
Rotor, Rotating 883 883
Fixed Wing 268 268
Conversion 15 15
Blade Folding 15 15

Engine Section 1065 1065
Engine Mount 162 162
Firewall 59 59
Cowl 844 844

Propulsion Group 11312 10694
Engine Installation 4100 4100
Conversion System 620 620
Air Induction System 230 230
Exhaust System 35 35

Lubricating System 108 108
Fuel System 1520 1055
In-Flight Refueling System 153 -

Engine Controls 146 -146
Starting System 156 156
Drive System

Gear Boxes 3183 3183
Transmission Drive 477 477
Rotor Drive 584 584

Auxiliary Powerplant Group 182 182

Instrument Group 400 400

Hydraulic and Pneumatic Group 292 292

Electrical Group 775 775

Electronics Group 1500 950

Armament Group 2000 50
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TABLE Ill-IV. Concluded

Furnishings and Equipment Group 752 1580

Accommodations for Personnel 335 335

Miscellaneous Equipment and Furnishings 296

Miscellaneous Equipment Without
Furnishings 296

Furnishings 828

Emergency Equipment 121 121

Air-conditioning and Deicing 519 727

Auxiliary Gear Group 40 40

Soundproofing and Insulation 400 750

Rescue Hoists and Equipment 100 -

Manufacturing Variation (I percent) 435 436

Weight Empty 43505 44017

5. Stability and Control

Analysis and design of the D270 were conducted to determine if the aircraft

would be stable and have sufficient controllability in all modes of operation.
These modes are:

I - Helicopter

e- Conversion (tilting rotors)

- Proprotor (rotors turning)

- Transition (stopping and folding rotors)

- Fixed wing (rotors folded)

Constraints placed on the design are a common control system for all modes
of operationi, a compatible cg range for all modes, and safe flight with the
Stability and Control Augmentation System (SCAS) inoperative.

The control system is designed so that rotation of the aircraft about a

particular control axis is produced by the same pilot control motions for

all modes of operation. In the helicopter mode, fore and aft movement of the

cyclic stick produces pitch control by elevator movement or by longitudinal

cyclic pitch change 'n both rotors. Lateral movement of the cyclic stick pro-

duces roll control by aileron movement or by differential collective pitch
between the rotors. Pedal displacements produce yaw control by rudder move-

ment or by differential longitudinal cyclic pitch between the rotors, During
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TABLE Ill-V. WEIGHT SUMMARY

9270A Mission Weight D270B Mission Weight

Rescue Ferry 5-Ton 8.5 Ton Ferry

Crew 1200 1200 720 720 720
Cargo - - 10687 17000 -

Fuel 20271 20271 10055 11000 13000
Unusable 304 304 201 201 201Auxiliary - 4079 - - 15250

Engine Oil 120 120 120 120 120

Drive System Oil 200 200 200 200 200

Rescue Equipment 400 - - - -

Auxiliary Fuel Tank Kit - 385 - 1173

Useful Load 22495 26559 2198, 29241 30664
Weight Empty 43505 43505 44017 441.7 4401.7

Gross Weight 66000 70064 66000 73?58 74681

I0

I

I!
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TABLE III-VI. PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Item D270A D270B -

Design Gross Weight 66000 lb 66000 lb

Hover Ceilings at Lesign Gross Weight

Standard Day, Out of Ground Effect 13900 ft 13900 ft
Standard Day, In Ground Effect 14800 ft 14800 ft
95°F Day, Out of Ground Effect 7950 ft 7950 ft
950F Day, In Ground Effect 8900 ft 8900 ft

Rate of Climb, Design Gross Weight,
Sea Level Standard Day

Helicopter Mode 4150 ft/mmn 4150 ft/min
at 70 kt at 70 kt

Proprotor Mode 5050 ft/min 5050 ft/min
at 135 kt at 135 kt

Airplane Mode 4200 ft/rin 4200 ft/min
at 240 kt at 240 kt

Speed at Design Gross Weight

Heliccpter Mode, Maximum 140 kt 135 kt
Proprozor Mode, Maximum 324 kt 310 kt
Airplane Mode, Maximum 452 kt 433 kt
Airplane Mode, Maxtmum Cruise 415 ':t/30000 ft 400 kt/20000 ft
Airplane Mode, Best Range 340 kt/30000 ft 340 kt/30000 ft

Alternate Gross Weight 82500 lb 82500 lb

Maximum Gross Weight (VTOL, In Ground
Effect, Sea Level Standard Day) 93500 lb 93500 lb

Ferry Range (30 Minute Reserve) 2600 rum 2600 nm
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conversion from helicopter to airplane mode, the proprotor controls are phased
out as a function of pylon angle. In helicopter mode the collective pitch
lever controls the pitch on both rotors. After conversion from helicopter to
fixed-wing mode, the collective pitch is operated by the rpm governor.

Sizing of each of the control surfaces involved determination of conditions at
which maximum performance of the control would be required. This procedure
includes examination of the requirements imposed by appropriate military spec-
ifications. The following flight conditions were examined for purposes of
sizing the empennage.

Transition - 150 knots, sea level, rotors open and stopped (minimum
static margin)

Dash - 350 knots, 3000 feet altitude, rotors folded (maximum
short-period frequency)

Cruise - 400 knots, 30,000-feet altitude, rctors folded (high-
altitude stability)

Stability and control analyses for the D270 were based on analytical tech-
niques including the Bell Helicopter Company Computer Program C-81.
Estimations of derivatives in the airplane mode were based on standard
methods (Munk, Perkins and Hage, Seckel, DATCOM, etc.) and results from
wind-tunnel tests and flight investigations. Further details and ref-
erences are presented in Reference 18.

The results of the analysis produced the following criteria on which the
sizing of control surfaces for the D270 was based.

- Stabilizer size adequate to produce minimum short-period frequency
specified in MI'L-F-O08785A(USAF) (critical flight condition -

transition)

- Vertical fin sized to provide a Dutch roll damping ratio of 0.08
(MIL-F-008785A(USAF)) (critical flight condition - transition)

- Elevator size - trim at CL = 1.8 in ground effect (landing with
folded rotors)

- Rudder size - trim with asymmetric jet thrust at minimum operating
speed (130 knots)

- Flaperon size - level three-roll performance (MIL-F-008785A) at
minimum operating speed (roll 30 degrees after 3.6 seconds)

- Hub restraint - desired control response and center of gravity
travel in hover (MIL-iI-8501A)

Since the conclusion of the Phase I activity, analytical methods associated
with the folding proprotor transition from proprotor to high-speed mode were
developed under separate Air Force contracts and are reported in References
13 aad 15. Further experimental data were required, however, to coniirm the
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design criteria and approaches for all modes of flight of the folding prop-
rotor aircraft (both low-speed and high-speed modes). Important areas in
which additional data are required include the flight regime between hover
and transition to the high-speed mode (folded blades). Helicopter and con-
version mode flight, where rotor downwash affects the contribution of the
tail and wing surfaces to aircraft forces and moments, represents an area
where additional data are required to optimize the aircraft design for
specific mission requirements.

6. Dynamics

A preliminary dynamic analysis of the D270A design was made to determine if
basic dynamic and aeroelastic requirements are met. Emphasis was placed on
verifying that the estimated structural stiffness and mass parameters are
reasonable from a dynamics standpoint to guide the Phase II model program.

The preliminary analysis during Phase I was confined to: (1) determination
of proprotor and airframe natural frequencies, (2) estimating critical
dynamic loadings, and (3) investigating the aeroelastic stability character-
istics. Conservative methods were employed and the results should be viewed
in that light. These preliminary results indicated that only minor modifi-
cations to the estimated stiffness properties for the proprotor and wing were
necessary before proceeding with model development. A more comprehensive
dynamic analysis of the D270A was made under "Vibration in V/STOL Aircraft,"
AFFDL Contract F33615-69-C-1339. Results were reported to the Air Force in
Reference 14. The analysis was of sufficient scope to 1ndicate changes
required of the parameters to achieve improved dynamic characteristics.
The discussion below includes the salient results of the Phase I study and
those of Reference 14.

a. Proprotor and Airframe Natural Frequencies

(1) Proprotor

The D270A proprotor natural frequencies were calculated for a range of rotor
rpm representing helicopter and airplane modes (tip speeds from 822 to 700
feet per second). The frequencies of the significant natural modes are pre..
dicted to be adequately separated from excitation frequencies. The frequency
location of the major blade modes of the D270A proprotor is as follows: the
first inplane mode varies from 1.8 to 1.38 per rev in helicopter mode (134
rpm) and from 1.5 to 1.85 per rev in airplane mode (225 rpm). The second
beam mode is above 4.0 per rev in both helicopter and airplane mode. Thus,
these two modes are well located. Close proximity to 4-per-rev resonance is

indicated for the second cyclic mode at high pitch in airplane mode (225
rpm) and 6-per-rev resonance for the third collective mode at high collective
pitch. However, low airload excitation at these resonances is anticipated.
Should the resonances be a problem, tuning weights can be used to raise or
lower the frequency as required.

When gimbal freedom is locked out, the second cyclic mode is in resonance
with 2 per rev at tip speeds above 750 feet per second. Consequently, when
flapping is locked out, the proprotor may have to be restricted to 250 rpm
maximum. The collective modes are not affected by locking out flapping.
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The frequency of the blade first torsional mode was not calculated, but is
estimated to be located at 4.5 per rev. This mode is rigid body blade pitch-
ing based on the control system flexibility. The second torsional frequency
which involved blade torsional deflection is much higher in semirigid rotor
types due to the inherent torsional stiffness of the blades.

(2, Airframe

The basic requiremE . for placement of wing-pylon-fuselage natural frequencies
is the avoidance of resonance with the proprotor excitation frequencies. In
the case of the D270, these are 1, 3, and 6 per rev. Both helicopter and
propretor cruise rpm ranges must be considered. Because of the large rpm
range and the variation in natural frequencies as the pylons are converted,
it is usually not possible to avoid all resonances. As a rule, resonance
with symmetric free-flight modes having antinodes near the hub must be avoided.
Transient resonance with antisymmetric modes and with symmetric modes having
nodes near the hub is acceptable.

Potential resonance conditions were indicated:

- The proximity to I per rev of the first symmetric chord and the
first asymmetric torsion modes and resonance during partial conversion
of the first asymmetric chord mode, Indicate that rpm may have to be
scheduled during conversion to avoid prolonged operation at resonance.
However, this may not be serious since recent full-scale tests indicate
operation in and near 1-per-rev resonance is possible with proprotors.

The wing second beam and torsion modes are indicated to be in 3-per-
rev resonance. These modes have nodal points near the hub, thus they
are weakly excited by the proprotors. These modes can probably beImoved out of resonance by spanwise relocation of the engines.

b. Dynamic Loads

(1) Proprotor

The design blade loads for the D270A were scaled from loads obtained in tilt-
proprotor design studies. These past studies have shown that for tilt-
proprotors two flight conditions impose the design loads. For oscillatory
loads, the maximum level flight airspeed in helicopter mode is the most severe.
These must be below the endurance limit to achieve a reasonable fatigue life
for the proprotor. Design limit loads are generally established by a vertical
gust encounter in airplane mode. Additional analyses of proprotor loads during
the stop/fold process were analyzed during the work reported in Reference 14
and are summarized herein. During rotor stoppirf or starting at 175 knots,
the limit vertical gust velocity capability of the proprotor was predicted at
80 feet per second or better. The critical component was the blade fold hinge
lug and the critical condition was between zero and 20 percent rotor rpm.
(Preliminary calculations during Phase I based on cruder methods predicted
approximately 45 feet per second capability.) During folding at 175 knots
gust capability was predicted to exceed 80 feet per second. Therefore vertical
gust requirements during the stop/fold process are satisfied. A small increase
in fold hinge strength would result in meeting the required 50-foot-per-second
gust at 230 knots. The limit maneuver load factor capability of the folding
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proprotor during stop/fold at 175 knots was predicted to be approximately l.5g
and the critical component was the fold lug. When the strength of the fold
hinge lug increases to that of the blade and hub, a more acceptable maneuver
limit results (to approximately 2.5g).

(2) Airframe

For the airframe, a jump takeoff imposes the most severe loading on the wing.
Landing loads have been investigated in earlier studies, but the rotor lift
at the wingtips prevents chis condition from imposing high loads. Taxi loads
have not yet been thoroughly investigated. However, the excellent hover
capability of the D270A eliminates the requirement for high-speed taxi over
rough terrain which makes this a secondary loading consideration. The gust
and maneuver capability of the D270 wing structure was analyzed during the
work reported in Reference 14 for the stop/fold process at 175 knots. Gust
capability exceeds 80 feet per second. In maneuvers, the wing root becomes
critical during blade folding, but maneuver capability exceeds 4g. Dynamic
and transient loads experienced by the airframe were analyzed for the rotor
starting and stopping process. An additional factor considered was the
longitudinal acceleration caused by the Lransient thrust generated by blade
feathering. This in combination with the vibratory response characteristics
suggests that a feathering time of three to five seconds is desirable for
the D270. It was planned that these effects be investigated during aero-
elastic model tests in Phase II.

c. Aeroleastic Stability Characteristics

(1) Proprotor

The calculated proprotor-pylon stability for the D270A is based on several
modifications to the D270A design as presented in Reference 18. The pitch-
flap coupling was reduced from 83 equal -30 to 83 equal -25 degrees. The
wing torsional stiffness was increased in the wingtip region to achieve 125
percent of the first estimate wingtip torsional spring rate, and the wing
chordwise stiffness has been decreased by 30 percent. These changes are
required to achieve good dynamic characteristics and are achievable in the
D270A design. In the propeller cruise mode rpm range, proprotor/pylon
instability can occur in the symmetric wing chord mode. As the blades are
feathered, the mode of instability changes to that of the wing beam. For rpm
below 60-70 rpm, when the blade flapping restraint has been increased to
prevent excessive flapping, instability can occur in a blade flapping mode.
The boundary at very low rpm is felt to be conservaLively estimated since a
small amount of damping (1-2 percent) has a strong stabilizing influence.
An elastomeric flapping restraint is employed on the D270A 3o there will be
considerable mechanical damping of blade flapping at low rpm. The stability
boundaries as calculated during the work reported in Reference 14 have a
minimum of 380 knots at maximum rpm during proprotor riode operation, and
increases to higher flight speeds as rpm is reduced during the rotor stopping
process. Therefore, the stability margin requirements of 1.15 VL (331 knots
for the D270) as specified in Military Specification MIL-A-8870(ASG) are
met by the D270.
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Blade motion stability for the D270A proprotor is assured by the selection of
rotor parameters that provide stable characteristics. The first inplane
frequency is above operating speed which eliminates mechanical instability
(ground resonance). The blade is mass balanced such that pitch-flap flutter

or weaving will not occur. The blade effective center of gravity is at 24-
percent chord with the effective aerodynamic center in hover being at 26.1
percent. The 3-1/2 degrees of pitch axis preconing and a stiff control system
prevent pitch-lag instability. Positive pitch-flap coupling of 0.466 (83
equal -25 degrees) prevents flap-lag instability.

(2) Airframe

Wing divergence with the blades feathered but prior to folding, the critical
condition, was checked to ensure the wing has adequate torsional stiffness
to resist the rotor pitching moments. The divergence speed was shown in
Reference 14, to be 530 knots equivalent airspeed. The wing forward sweep
of 6 degrees was included in the calculation and the wing airload assumed
to act at the wingtip. The relatively low divergence airspeed suggested
that aileron reversal might be a problem. The reversal speed was estimated
using the wingtip torsional spring rate rather than the 0.7 span value used
for conventional aircraft. This gave a reversal speed of 320 knots for the
blades-unfolded case. This low reversal speed emphasizes the requirement
for including aeroelastic effects in stability and control analysis of the
feather/fold sequence.

Flutter characteristics in high-speed flight with the blades folded were
investigated. The effective mass balancing of the pylon prevents coupling
of the fundamental wing beam and torsion modes. The flutter boundary during

the blade fold process reaches a minimum speed of approximately 830 knots
when the blades ae folded 50 degrees. This level is based on analyses
reported in Reference 14, and is well removed from required limits. The
flutter boundary indicated is a weak, wing-chord-mode flutter. It results
from coupling between the blade beamwise bending and the second wing chord
mode. The second chord mode contains a large amount of nacelle yawing coupling
the mode with blade beam bending at large fold angles. It should be noted
that only a small amount of damping is indicated to be required to stabilize

this flutter. The blade over mass balancing required for helicopter mode
effectively prevents isolated blade flutter during folding.

F. DESIGN $TUDY CONCLUSIONS

The D270A and B represent initial designs of folding proprotor aircraft which
satisfied the rescue and transport mission requirements defined for the design
study. As such, the design criteria used during their formulation put into
perspective areas for investigation required during the Phase II and related
efforts.

Risk assessments during Phase I in the areas of aerodynamics, stability and
control, and dynamics were the bases of model programs initiated in Phase II.
In addition, risk areas defined during component design study of folding
mechanisms showed the need for large-scale folding-proprotor component tests.
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Phase II force model and aeroelastic model tests were planned and, con-
currently with the Phase II activity described in subsequent sections of
this report, large-scale tests of a twenty-five-foot folding proprotor

were conducted.

I
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IV. SEMISPAN AEROELASTIC MODEL TEST

In the previous section of this report, the Phase I design study effort was
summarized. That effort formed a basis for the model. program conducted during
the subsequent Phase II effort. The Phase II program involved three different
models: a semispan aeroelastic model which is reported in this section, an
aerodynamic model of the folding-proprotor cruise configdration reported in
Section V, and a powered force model reported in Section VI.

A. OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the tests of the semispan powered aeroelastic folding prop-
rotor model is the investigation and verification of the planned tilt/stopi
fold control procedures and their effects on rotor flapping, pylon acceler-
ations, and rotor and wing loads.

The objectives of the rest were to:

1. Obtain time history records of control settings, flapping, blade
and wing loads during stop/fold process tested under proprotor
windmilling conditions.

2. Obtain wind-tunnel balance forcer and moments, drive system torque,
control settings, flapping and blade and wing loads in the
transition flight regime at incremental mast tilt angles with
rotor power.

B. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The model tested, Figure IV-l, was a modification of the semispan portion of
Bel's existing scaled aeroelastic model of the Bell Model 300 tilt-rotor air-
craft design described in Reference 1. While not an exact scale of the D270
aircraft, several basic design criteria such as the placement of wing and
rotor structural natural frequencies in terms f normal rotor rpm are similar
and valid test- of several dynamic criteria were possible. The model more
closely scales the structural parameters of the 25-foot-diameter folding prop-
rotor and the D272 folding proprooor research aircraft configuration described
in Reference 16. Results, however, are applicable to thu D270 with appropriate
allowances for differences in scale factors. The model was designed to operate
in either unpowered or powered modes as required for the test. The unpowered
version was designated the C300-AIB, and with the addition of power and cyclic
pitch, the C300-AlC. A summary of the scale factors is presented in Table IV-I 4
and primary model dimensional data are presented in Table IV-II. Descriptions
of the model components and systems are presepted in the following paragraphs.

The wing is composed of a spar which provides the scale bending and torsional
stiffness characteristics, and metal covered, nonstructural, segmented fair-
ings which provide the aerodynamic contour. Fuel weight was not simulated
during this test.
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TABLE IV-I. SUMMARY OF MODEL C300-AlC SCALE FACTORS

Scale Factor
Parameters (Model/Full Scale)

Length 0.2

Density 1.0

Time 0.447

Mass 0.008

Mach Number Ratio 0.447T%*

Froude Number Ratio 1.0

Lock Number Ratio 1.0

Reynolds Number Ratio 0.08494

Angular Velocity (rpm) 2.24

Linear Velocity 0.447

Angular Acceleration 5.0

Linear Acceleration 1.0

0
Force 0.008

Moment 0,0016

Stiffness 0.00032

Stress 0.2

Power 0.00358

Mass Moment of Inertia 0.00032

Linear Spring Rate 0,04

*T = Model temperature/full-scale temperature
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TABLE IV-II. MODEL C300-AlC PRIMARY DIMENSIONAL DATA

Item Units Data

Proprotor

Number of blades per rotor 3
Diamp ter in. 60
Blade chord in. 2.8
Hub spring rate ft-lb/deg 0.36
Hub precone angle deg 2.5

£Rotor speeds

100 percent rpm rpm 1265
81 percent rpm rpm 1025

Three blades - weight lb 3.18
Hub (gimbal, yoke, straps) weight lb 0.5104
Folding gears - weight lb 2 0.314
Flapping moment of inertia per blade slug-in 0.416

Pylon

Conversion axis to rotor in. 12.7
Shaft axis intersection in. 11.2
Weight (hub included) lb 7.62
Mass moment of inertia about center of 2

gravity (hub included) slug-in 0.523
Center of gravity location from

conversion axis in. 5.375

Wing

Semispan in. 38.6
Mean aerodynamic chord in. 12.4
Dihedral deg 2.1
Flap-chord ratio 0.25

Power

Installed (at 1265 rotor rpm) hp 3.76
Gear ratio (motor to rotor) 17.6:1
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The wing is cantilevered at Buttline 5.6 (28 full-scale) and swept forward
six and one-half degrees. The basic spar weighs 0.04 pounds per inch and
with aerodynamic segments, 0.127 pounds.

An engine weight of 6.2 pounds is simulated and attached on the wing at
Buttline 12.4 through the test. Manually adjustable flaps are provided.

Beam and chord linear spring rates determined at the wingtip and torsion
spring rate of wing/pylon system about the pylon center of gravity were
calibrated and found to be 64.5 pounds per inch, 182 pounds per inch, and
19,800 inch-pounds per radian, respectively. Shake testing of the wing
gives natural frequencies at various modes. The results are given in
Table IV-III.

2. Pylon

The mass and inertia of the pylon and the interconnect shaft torque charac-
taristics are scaled. The model pylon mass was weighed and the pylon mass
moment-of-inertia about its center of gravity was measured. The results
are also tabulated in Table IV-III.

3. Proprotors

The construction technique used for the blades is that of duplicating the
full-scale cross section and using the appropriate material modulus to
obtain the scale stiffness. The blades are scaled in beam, chord, And
torsion.

The blades are attached to the hub yoke via fold hinge bearings, pitch
change bearings and tension-torsion straps. The hub yoke represents yoke
inplane and out-of-plane stiffness properly. The yoke is, in turn, attached
on the proprotor gimbal which is then mounted on the rotor mast.

The blade pitch-change axis is preconed 2 degrees. Blade twist and
collective pitch are accounted for in the blade natural frequency calculations.
Shake testing of the proprotor had been conducted prior to the wind-tunnel
test. Major proprotor blade frequencies are thus obtained and given in
Table IV-III.

Remote control of the blade folding mechanism is used. The folding rate is
adjustable. Intermediate fold angles are calibrated and marked on a meter.

Fore and aft cyclic to control the blade flapping during powered tests in the
pylon-tilt mode is available on the model. Remote control of the proprotor
collective pitcl, and of the fore and aft cyclic is provided. Variable collec-
tive rate is possible and six collective rates, ranging from At = 0.87 seconds
to At = 1.94 seconds model time, were available for changing pitch sixty
degrees. Very low collective rates could be achieved by using manual control.
Variable (two-step) collective rates were aiso used during the test to study
the variation of the model response during rotor stopping,

Before changing collective pitch to feather the blades, blade flapping
freedom was locked out by remote control to eliminate blade rigid-body
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TABLE IV-III. MODEL C300-AlC SHAKE TEST RESULTS

Wing/Pylon Frequencies (No Fuel, Engine On)

Helicopter Mode Airplane Mode

Structural
Mode Rotor On Rotor Off Rotor On Rotor Off

1st Wing Beant 7.5 cps 8.5 cps 7.3 cps 8.77 cps

2nd Wing Beam 27.0 36.3 44.3 50.0

1st Wing Chord 10.6 13.5 12.1 14.2

1st Wing Torsion 28.2 30.7 25.0 31.2

Pylon Yaw 27.0 36.3 47.0 58.8

Node Point from 8.0 in - 7.5 in 5.375 in
Conversion Axis
at Torsion Mode

Proprotor Frequencies (Hub-Motion Allowed)

Collective Pitch at Blade Tip

Mode o +350 +450

Ist Collective 20.9 cps 26.4 cps 28,5 cps

2nd Collective 79.0 70.3 64.5

1st Cyclic 34.4 22.2 21.8

2nd Cyclic 42.1 61.0 63.5
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flapping instability. After the feathering procedure is completed, the mast
rotation is locked out by remoLe control prior to folding the blades.

When the proprotor is operated in the airplane mode, the center line of the
mast is aligned such that it has three degrees incidence less than that of
the wing chordline. The mast (pylon), however, can be converted indepen-
dently to any conversion angle through a manually adjusted conversion link.

At different conversion angles, the proprotor can be operated either wind-
milling or powered by a Task Corporation Model Motor 4074 with an output of
3.76 horsepower at 1265 rotor rpm.

4. Model Instrumentation

The items instrumented, their location on the model, and monitoring or
recording method are summarized in Table IV-IV. Motion picture and TV
recording was provided.

5. Model Control Panel

Figure IV-2 shows a view of the model control consoles. The left console
contains a sequence switch panel for activating various portions of the stop-
fold process and meters for monitoring model component loads and rotor rpm
vaiiations. The right panel contains a digital rpm readout for setting rpm,i two up-down counters for setting collective pitch limits electrically, meters
for monitoring model control positions, flapping and fold angles, and rotor
torque. Controls are provided for manual adjustment of collective pitch servo
position, for trimming cyclic pitch, and for controlling motor power supply
frequency. The test was arranged to minimize the number of control and moni-
toring requirements.

C. CONFIGURATIONS TESTED

The program was planned based on using the 7- by 10-foot test section of
Vought Aeronautics Low-Speed Wind Tunnel. A period of ten days of single-
shift testing was planned and used. Maximum tunnel speed of 350 feet per
second was adequate for tests representing speeds up to 1.15 VL (flutter-
free speed requirement) in the stop/fold mode of operation. Wind-tunnel
balance data were required. Therefore, the semispan model was mounted with
the wing panel vertical directly onto the balance turn table.

The model configuration could be changed between runs with regard to wing
flap settings (0, 10, and 30 degrees), and "conversion" angle (pylon tilt
angle from the helicopter attitude - 0, 15, 30, 60, and 90 degrees). In
addition, remotely controlled geometry variations of the model were possible
during a run with regard to collective and cyclic pitch, rotor flapping
restraint engagement, mast rotational lock out, and blade folding.
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TABLE IV-IV. MODEL C300-AlC INSTRUMENTATION

OSCILLOGRAPH 1 OSCILLOGRAPH 2

Channel Parameter Channel Parameter

1* Rotor Torque

2* Flapping Amplitude 2* Wing Beam 27% Span

3* Cyclic Position 3 Wing Beam 52% Span

4* Fold Angle 4 Wing Chord 27% Span

5* Collective Position 5 Wing Chord 52 Span

6* Blade Beam 35 Radius 6 Wing Torsion 27 Span

7 Wing Torsion 52% Span

8 Blade Beam 50% Radius

9 Blade Beam 75 Radius 9 Vertical Forward-Pylon

Acceleration

10* Blade Chord 35% Radius 10 Horizontal Aft-Pylon

Acceleration

11 Blade Chord 50% Radius 11 Conversion Axis Vertical

Acceleration

12 Blade Chord 75% Radius 12* Horizontal Forward-Pylon
Acceleration

13* Fold Link Load 13 Axial Pylon Acceleration

14* Pitch Link Load

15 Blade Torsion 35%

16* Rotor rpm 16* Rotor rpm

*Also monitored on meters
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The objectives of the test were approached based cn dividing the test period
into five phases of investigation. These phases and the reasons for them
are discussed below.

1. Check Dynamic Stability

Proprotor stability boundaries at typical rotor operating speeds are pre-
dicted to be well above speeds where the rotor would be stopped and folded.
During the stop/fold process, however, it is necessary to lock out rotor
flapping. For the blade stiffness and weight characteristics used with the
gimbal-type proprotor, this lockout process causes the inertia of the rotor
disc to be effective in lowering the wing natural frequencies and conse-
quently reduces slightly the proprotor stability boundaries. It was necessary
to confirm that, after the modification of the aeroelastic model to the fold-
ing proprotor configuration, the changes in model weight and stiffness and
mass distributions did not lead to unexpected drops in stability boundaries.
To check this, the rotor was to be operated first with flapping free then
locked out at typical proprotor rpm and exicted with wing disturbances to
check frequency and damping. This was to be done over the speed range of
interest during the test using appropriate flap settings to generate realistic
wing-rotor interference flow conditions. At low rotor rpm, rotor flapping
would be locked out and proprotor stability boundaries increase rapidly.
Another area of interest with regard to dynamic stability characteristics ir
the blade fold process. Here, the blades act as relatively flexible swept
wings added to the wing tip and verification of the dynamic frequency and
damping characteristics in response to controlled excitations was desired up
to the flutter-free speed requirement of 1.15 VL for the stop/fold mode.
These dynamic stability checks were required prior to conducting any other
phases of the test to ensure a dynamically stable model for the subsequent
investigations.

2. Determine Optimum Stop/Start Rates

Prior model tests as reported in References 12 and 14, indicated that too
fast a rate of starting or stopping the rotor will cause excessive rotor-
induced axial loads on the wing structure and on the aircraft as a whole while
too slow a rate will allow wing beam, chord, and torsional modes to be excited
by wing/rotor aerodynamic excitation when the blade passage frequency coin-
cides with the natural frequencies of the structural modes. To verify
theoretical predictions of these effects as a fuuction of feathering rates,
the capability was required to allow the collective pitch rate to be varied.
It was required that 'the collective pitch settings at a given wind speed be
manually set to give the desired high rpm and low (or zero) rpm. These
positions were to be "remembered" by the electrical control system and while
depressing a switch, the collective pitch would change at the preset rate to
the preset position. Desired times for stopping or starting the rotor between
zero and 1250 rpm were from 0.9 to 2 seconds in model-scale. (This corresponds
to 2 to 4.5 seconds full-scale between 0 and 458 rpm for a 25-foot-diameter
rotor;) This range was predicted to represent an optimum for the full-scale
25-foot rotor from a loads standpoint. Typical full-scale flight speed for
stop-starts is 150 to 175 knots. Tunnel-balance data were of no interest
for these "transient" investigations.
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3. Define Stop/Start Envelope

Prior work, Reference 14, had shown that blade one-per-rev loads with flapping
locked out could exceed the values for infinite blade life at rotor angle-of-
attack values representative of maneuver conditions. In addition, there
were indications that during the rotor starting or stopping process, a few
cycles of blade transient loads might be generated which exceeded the steady-
state oscillatory loads for the same angle-of-attack condition. It was
requ irad that data be obtained for the scaled rotor which showed, for the
condition of flapping locked out, what the angle-of-attack envelope was in
terms of scaled infinite-life loads at a typical stop/fold flight speed.
For comparison, blade loads with flapping unlocked were also required. Under
this condition, the blade loads would be reduced, but steady-state flapping
would no longer be zero. Therefore, steady-state flapping with the rotor
free was. also required over the same angle-of-attack range. These tests were
expected to represent the most severe condition for the entire stop/fold
process. Wind-tunnel balance data acquisition was planned for this phase of
the investigation.

4. Investigate Folding Sequence

With the rotor stopped, and at various fold angles between fully opened and
fiily folded, the variation of blade and wing loads at various speeds and
engles of attack was required for correlation with theory. Other component
loads of interest were the equivalent control loads about the pitch change
spindle axis and loads on the scaled fold link. While the oscillatory loads
were not expected to be critical, static loads would be important for large-
scale component detail design and overall loads on the wing would be useful
for assessing static trim moment variations during folding. Balance data
acquisition was planned as a basis for comparison with wing strain data.
Once the "folding" portion of the stop-fold operation was investigated, it
was planned to execute a continuous sequence from proprotor operation through
the stop/fold/unfold/start process back to proprotor operation. The purpose
was to verify the control procedures used for manually coamanding the required
steps in the overall sequence. (In the aircraft application, this process
must be semi-automatic, that is, allowed to continue automatically as long as
the pilot continues to command the conversion process by pushing a beep-
switch.) The tests which were planned for the 25-foot folding proprotor were
similar to that of the model in that each step was to be individually con-
trolled; therefore, procedures during a continuous sequence required veri-
fication. Balance data were not planned for the continuous sequences.

5. Investigate Pylon Tilt Mode Dynamics

The variation of rotor and wing loads, flapping, control settings, rotor
torque and wind-tunnel balance data at incremental pylon tilt angles was
required. These data would be used for comparisons with theoretical pre-

je dictions and with full-scale data obtained during powered tests of the
25-foot-proprotor as reported in Reference 8. The speed range of interest
was to be typical of the pylon tilt range. This phase of the investigation
was planned last since it required the activation of additional elements
of model complexity, namely, shaft power and rotor cyclic pitch.
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D. TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The test (LSWT Test No. 367) was conducted for the five phases planned after
initial rotor track, balance and system functional checks were completed.
Data were obtained on oscillograph and the wind-tunnel balance as indicated
for each run in the test run schedule presented in Table IV-V. For this
test a run generally-involved a wind-on period rather than a single parameter
sweep. The runs in which various portions of the investigation may be found
are as follow:

Track, Balance, and System Functional - Runs I through 6
Check

Dynamic Stability Checks - Runs 7, 8, 34
Optimum Stop/Start Rates - Runs 7, 8, 27
Stop/Start Envelopes - Runs 9, 10, 11, 19, 20,

21, 23, 26
Folding Sequence

- Folding Only - Runs 12, 13, 14, 22, 24,
25, 34

- Continuous Stop-Fold-Unfold- - Runs 15, 16, 17, 18, 31,
Start 32, 33

Powered/Tilt Mode Dynamics - Runs 28, 29, 30, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39

1. Dynamic Test Data

Dynamic data from the test includes dynamic stability characteristics in theconversion airspeed range, dynamic response during proprotor stopping and

starting, as a function of feathering rate and angle of attack, and wing and
proprotor loads during blade folding. Data on blade loads in the powered
pylon-tilt range were also obtained. All model dynamic data were scaled up
to full-scale values based on factors in Table IV-I. The computer programs
developed under the AFFDL "Vibration in V/STOL Aircraft" program (Contract
F33615-69-C-1339), and reported in Reference 14, were used to predict the
model dynamic stiility, response, and load characteristics for comparison
with the test data.
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a. Dynamic Stability

Dynamic stability was investigated for two areas of FPR operation. They
were (1) proprotor operation after transition and before feathering and
stopping the rAor, and (2) operation with the rotors stopped and feathered
and the blades folded at various angles from full open to trailed aft along
the wing tip pylons.

Proprotor dynamic stability characteristics were determined only in the
range of airspeed corresponding to that for the feather-fold sequence. The
principal measurements of interest were wing frequencies and damping for
comparison with predicted values and verification that the model would be
free of proprotor instabli ties before initiating stop-start tests. No
attempt was made to determine the high speed stability boundaries since this
has been extensively explored in previous investigations. With the rotors
stopped and folded at various angles, dynamic stability measurements were
made at speeds up to 1.46 VH for the conversion mode.

For reference, Figure IV-3 shows the predicted proprotor dynamic stability
boundaries with flapping free and flapping locked. With flapping free, and
for rotor speeds between 250 and 600 rpm, the wing beam mode is the mode
of instability encountered at the stability boundary which is well beyond
the speed for blade folding. Below 240 rpm, a low frequency flapping insta-
bility is coupled wing chord bending-wing beam bending, at the wing chord
natural frequency. The neutral stability airspeed is above 500 knots for
rotor speeds below 350 rpm; again, a margin well in excess of that required
for conversion to the stop/fold configuration.

Figures IV-4 through IV-7 compare the measured frequency and damping of the
wing beam and wing chord modes with the predicted frequency and damping with
flapping free and flapping locked. Although the' test data are limited, it
is in agreement with the predicted frequency and damping.

For the second area of operation investigated, frequency and damping were
measured versus velocity and with the blades folded to various angles.
Figure IV-8 shows the measI zd frequency and damping variation with velocity
at a 60-degree fold angle. 'tha frequency trends do not show significant
variation with airspeed. The peak of the wing beam damping occurs at an
airspeed of approximately 260 knots.

The measured frequency and damping variation with fold angle at 175, 225,
and 291 knots are shown in Figures IV-9, IV-IO, and IV-Il, respectively.
The correlation with regard to fold angle at 175 and 225 klnots, shown in
Figures IV-9 and IV-10, indicates a good trend for the analysis.

b. Determination of Optimum Stop/Start Rate

For the optimum stop/start rate tests, the basic configuration of the model
was unpowered, and the rotor was set at propeller tilt angle. Rotor flapping
degree-of-freedom was locked out, and cyclic pitch input was zero. The
influence of blade feathering rate was evaluated by testing six collective
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rates, ranging from that for a At = 0.87 seconds to At = 1.92 seconds
model time. These are elapsed times for moving collective pitch through a
range which would bring rotor rpm from full rpm to near zero or vice versa.
Corresponding full-scale times are At = 1.95 to At = 4.34 seconds respectively.

The vibration levels at the pylon conversion axis were recorded continuously
during stopping and starting. Wing chord accelerations were measured by the
axial accelerometer, and wing beam and torsional accelerations, by the con-
version axis vertical accelerometer (Table IV-IV). For each vibration of
interest (i.e., wing beam, wing chord, and wing torsion), the time history
records of the particular accelerometer were searched to find the time at
which the frequency of Lhe accelerometer output equaled the natural frequency
of the mode of vibration. At that time, the amplitude of the vibration was
read and is plotted as a function of 1/At (full-scale) in Figures IV-12 and
IV-13. The levels shown are not necessarily the maximum that occurred during
stopping and starting, but this is probably due to the effects associated
with a rate of change of frequency. The steady-state pylon vibrations (i.e.,
at a feathering rate = 0) were reduced from data taken during run 9, during
which rotor rpm was set at each wing natural frequency.

Wing chordwise moments were also recorded, and the reduced data are shown in
Figures IV-14 and IV-15. These include both (I) oscillatory loads at the
times for load frequencies equal to natural frequencies and (2) the peak
transient loads during the stopping or starting cycle.

Correlations between theory and measured response at wing beam, chord, and
torsional natural frequencies at different feather/unfeather rates are shown
in Figures IV-12 and IV-13, and correlations between theory and measured
wing chord bending response during stopping are shown in Figure IV-14. In
general, the correlation is fairly good.

From those data, a predicted optimum feathering rate was selected. This was
for minimum wing chordwise oscillatory moments and minimum pylon axial vibra-
tion at wing beam natural frequency. The corresponding times to stop/start
the rotor are 1.1 seconds for the model and 2.46 seconds for the full-scale
D272 aircraft.

Sensitivity of the wing/pylon dynamic response to mast angle-of-attack was
evaluated at the optimum feathering rate (Figure IV-16). Both theory and
measured data show that the pylon vibration at wing chord frequency does not
vary with mast angle of attack. Slight variation is seen at wing beam fre-
quency. Significant effect of mast angle of attack on pylon vibration at
wing torsional natural frequency is evident. This suggests that, operationally,
the feather/stop sequence should be made with a mast angle of attack near
zero degrees, or that investigations should be conducted to increase the
angle-of-attack range.

The optimum stop/start rate and the effect of mast angle of attack on wing/
pylon vibration was determined for linear stop/start rates. Studies of two-
step collective rates on the model response during rotor stopping were made.
The time to feather with the two step rates was the same as that with the one
step rate. Results are shown in Figure IV-17. From this test, a linear
feathering rate gives a slightly lower model response.
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c. Definition of Stop/Start Envelope

The basic configuration of the model for the conversion envelope tests was
the same as the one used to determine the optimum stop/start rate.

The impact of the stop/start rate on blsie oscillatory loads was first
studied. Figure IV-18 shows the effect of feathering/unfeathering on blade
beam oscillatory moments. Figure IV-19 shows the effect on blade chord
oscillatory moments. Although the loads are high (probably due to an angle
of attack of the model), these figures demonstrate that blade oscillatory
loads do not vary with the collective rates, and that less oscillatory loads
are observed during starting than stopping.

Figure IV-20 shows blade beam oscillatory loads in the conversion range. For
reference, the calculated infinite-life stress limit of the blades is
+20,000 in-lb, full scale. Good correlation of blade loads is shown.

The influence of mast angle-of-attack on transient blade beam bending is
also shown in rigure IV-21. As demonstrated by Figure IV-18, higher blade
loads are observed during the stopping than starting.

d. Folding Sequence Investigation

For the folding sequence investigation, the model was unpowered with the
rotor mast initially set at propeller tilt angle relative to the free stream
velocity in the tunnel. Proprotor gimbal degree-of-freedom was locked out.
The mast was locked to prevent the rotor from rotating and cyclic pitch was
set at zero. Blade fold angle was remotely controlled.

(I) Blade and Fold-Link Loads During Folding

The steady blade beam and chord moments during folding were recorded during
the test. Figure IV-22 shows the steady blade beam loads versus fold angles;
Figure IV-23 shows the loads versus mast angle of attack. The correlation
of the blade beam bending is excellent as seen in both figures.

The measured steady chord bending moments are not shown because they are
believed to be in error. At 90 degrees fold angle, the calculated chord
loads should be primarily due to gravitational force, but the measured data
showed much higher values--on the order of 10 times the calculated values.
The errors in the measurement of steady blade chord loads may be due to
temperature zero shifts of the output signal from the strain gages used on a
fiberglass blade. As a check on the assumption that the measured blade chord
loads were in error, the calculated steady blade chord bending moment just
out-board of the blade fold hinge was used to calculate the fold link loads
and the results are then compared with measured data in Figure IV-24. The
measured loads are less than those calculated in this manner, thus tending
to indicate that the calculated blade chord loads shown in Figures IV-22
and IV-23 are more nearly correct than the measured loads.
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(2) Wing Beam Steady Bending During Folding

Wing steady bending moments versus mast angle of attack at 0-, 15-, 30-, 60-,
75-, and 90-degrees blade fold angle were measured. Figure IV-25 shows the data
at 0- and 90-degrees fold angle. Those loads measured at other fold angles fall
in between and follow the trends shown in Reference 14. Correlation for the
wing beam steady moment at these two extreme fold angles is shown in Figure
IV-25, and the calculated data are in good agreement with the measured data.

(3) Steady Spindle Torque During Folding

The measured spindle torque is shown in Figure IV-26, which demonstrates
how the spindle torque varies with angle of attack and fold angle at
175 knots simulated airspeed. A peak at a fold angle of about 1.5 degrees
is evident.

Only positive angle-of-attack data are shown in Figure IV-26. The reason
is that the test model was set up such that the pitch link was against the
pitch horn stops when the mast was at a negative angle of attack. This
resulted in a transmittal of pitch link forces to the mast, thus by-passing
the pitch links and resulting in zero reading in steady pitch link loads.

Steady spindle torque at 30-degree blade fold angle is calculated and shown
in Figure IV-26 for comparison.

(4) Continuous Stop/Fold Sequences

Continuous stop/fold/unfold/start sequences were made at two angles-of-attack
at a 175 knot full scale speed, continuously from powered proprotor flight,
through the stop/fold prcess, and return to powered proprotor operation at
90 percent torque. The operation was accomplished as quickly as the model oper-
ator could determine that a step was completed and operate a switch to command
the subsequent step. Movies and continuous oscillograph records are avail-
able of the process. Data are compatible with quasistatic data described
above. Oscillograph records of a continuous stop/fold sequence taken during
Run 18 (6 degrees wing angle of attack at 175 knots full-scale speed) are

shown in Figure IV-27.

e. Pylon-Tilt Mode Dynanics

For the pylon-tilt mode dynamics investigation, the model was powered and
provided with cyclic control.

(1) Pylon Link Loads at 60-Degree Conversion Angle

The model was tested at a 60-degree conversion angle (rotor 30 degrees from
propeller mode) at 106 ft/sec tunnel speed (140 knots full scale) and. 1265
model rpm (565 rpm full scale). Figure IV-28 shows the conversion link
loads for different percentages of power (100 percent corresponding to 187
lb-in torque model scale). For the same model configuration, steady conver-
sion link loads were recorded at 121 ft/sec tunnel speed (160 kt full scale)
while the rotor was windmilling.
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(2) Blade Beam Oscillatory Loads at 60-Degree Conversion Angle

The variation of blade beam oscillatory loads versus power is seen in
Figure IV-29. Measured and predicted results from Model 300 tilt proprotor
tests at NASA-Ames, November 1970, are included in Figure IV-29 for
comparison.

2. Wind-Tunnel Balance Test Data

Tabulated data acquired on the Vought Aeronautics tunnel balance through
Run 39 are presented in the test document prepared by the wind-tunnel staff,
Reference 20. In addition reduced data plots are presented in terms of
full scale lift, drag, and pitching moment divided by dynamic pressure for
Runs 5, 7 through 14, and 20 through 25.

3. Model Incident

a. Related Runs Prior to Incident

During the fifth phase of the investigation, powered/pylon tilt-mode dynamics,
the model was severely damaged after entering a rotor overspeed condition.
Data had been obtained during earlier runs at a conversion angle of 90 degrees
(airplane attitude) at a full-scale wind speed of 175 knots for various prop-
rotor thrusting conditions representing torque levels, in terms of percent
design value of 0, 30, 60, 90, and windmilling (drive system tare torque).
Data were also obtained at a conversion angle of 60 degrees at 80 knots (full-
scale), and 140 knots in increments of torque up to 100 percent. At the 160-
knot condition, the zero torque data had been recorded and adjustments were
being made in collective pitch to reach the next torque level when the incident
took place.

b. Procedure for the Fifth-Phase Tests

The test procedure called for setting collective pitch to obtain predetermined
levels of rotor torque while rpm was maintained by vernier adjustments of motor
power supply frequency. Torque was the primary parameter being monitored by
diruct readout meters to set pitch remotely by a knob-controlled position
servo during this phase of the test. Since this parameter was critical, loss
of this signal was established before the test as a condition for shutting
down the test run.

c. Events Leading to the Incident

As collective pitch was being changed to reach the next torque level, no
response in meter indication was noted, the meter indicating a constant level
at around 50-percent torque. Collective was manipulated over a smbll range
in an unsuccessful attempt to generate a response in indicated torque level.
The drive motor temperature monitor then indicated an over temperature con-
dition and drive power was immediately turned off allowing the drive motor to
coast. The rotor then speeded up to apprcximately a 25-percent overspeed
condition indicating the motors had been applyiag a braking rather than a
driving torque. The collective pitch was then commanded, in approximatcly
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0.8 seconds, to a pitch for still higher rpm and the model was severely
damaged at approximately 240 percent of maximum nominal operating speed.
During the p st-test inspection, no malfunction of the servo control system
or rotor mechanical components was detected which could have caused the over-
speed.

d. Reflection

Ordinarily in any powered rotor wind-tunnel or whirl testing, the collective
pitch is operated by slow acting control actuators commanded by beep switches.
These are more forgiving in that inadvertent control can be detected and
corrected before conditions change much. The "hot", high authority, servo
system used during this test was necesuary for the rotor stop/start tests in
automatic mode. The manual adjustment of collective to establish precise rpm
limits for the stop/start tests was done in a windmilling condition where
motor torque constraints were not present. While operation to and from
powered operation was conducted earlier in the test, it depended heavily on
the availability of torque and rpm cues. The loss of primary cues for the
model operator when using "hot" controls means that integrated backup infor-
mation must be made available instantaneously. The control of the servo in
manual mode proved satisfactory under practiced conditions but contains an
elemen. of ambiguity under emergency conditions; a lever may provide a more
natural interface with the operator than a control knob.

An alternative to simply continuing the use of slow, beep-type trim controls,
where variable geometry or transient conditions are required in a test, could
involve providing a model control station with integrated cues in the form of
a simulated flight panel containing synthesized rate of climb, normal g,
integrated altitude, etc. derived from a model balance. In addition, cockpit-
type lever servo controls could be provided with sufficient operator checkout
time for operating the system. Such a model-simulator experiment would be
appropriate, initially, with a free-to-pitch powered semispan model with
controllable horizontal tail for maintaining trim flight as the rotor pylons
are tilted between the helicopter and airplane modes. Operator work loads
for various control gains, conversion rates, etc., could be assessed in the
presence of wing and rotor interactions on the tail as well as acquiring data
on performance, stability and control trim conditions, and dynamic loads
during continuous conversion in trimmed flight. Where powered rotor tests
involve only steady-state data acquisition at discrete operating conditions,
however, the simpler beep-type low-speed trim controls provide a lower risk
and lower cost solution.

The occurrence of the incident meant that the planned test objectives to
obtain data at still higher speeds at the 60-degree conversion angle and for
other mast-tilt angles were not achieved; however, the data which were
obtained showed good agreement with the powered tilt test results of the
contractor's 25-foot proprotor at Ames in November 1970 under similar con-
dltions (Figure IV-29).
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E. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of this small-scale test, the following conclusions can

be drawn relative to full scale characteristics:

Dynamic Stsbility

- No proprotor instabilities should be experienced in the stop/fold
speed range due to adding folding mechanisms to a basic proprotor
system. Test data confirmed predicted frequencies and damping.

- No flutter-type instabilities should be encountered at any fold
angle up to 1.46 VH for the stop/fold mode (292 knots full scale).
Damping of the folded blades and wing assembly reduces as predicted
-as the blades are folded but does not indicate any tendency to drop
below structural damping values in the speed range tested.

Optimum Stop/Start Rates

- The ability to predict the effects of stop/start rates on wing
beam and chord loads and vibrations has been demonstrated. Based
on these tests and analyses which also consider aircraft longitudinal
accelerations, optimum stop/start rates for the full-scale 25-foot-

£diameter folding proprotor are in the range of 2.5 to 4 seconds.
t

Stop/Start Envelope

-Rotor blade loads at operating rpm are a minimum when rotor fiapping
is free and are predicted by theory and remain below the infinite
life load levels over a wide range of angle of attack. Flapping
amplituds are acceptable.

Rotor blade loads at operating rpm as a function of angle-of-attack
increase significantly when rotor flapping is restrained by a
flapping lock-out mechanism. The loads are predictable. For the
full-scale rotor allowables, loads would be expected to exceed
the infinite life level at 175 knots when the rotor shaft
angle of attack exceeds *4 degrees. This represents, however, a
usable maneuver range. Means for opening this range by softening
the flapping restraint should be explored, however. This condition
is a major design consideration for folding-proprotor blade structural
design.

- As the rotor stops or starts, a few cycles of transient loads are
generated which exceed the loads at rpm with flapping locked out.
From a fatigue-life damage standpoint these are of lesser significance
than the loads at rpm with flapping locked out.
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When the rotor operates at very low rpm, while indexing to the proper
azimuth for engagiag the rotational lock, the blades are exposed
to the effects of wing/rotor aerodynamic interference. The variation
of blade loads with angle of attack is almost identical to the
oscillatory load levels experienced when the rotor is at rpm with
flapping locked out. However, the load cycles are accumulated at
an insignificant rate. These loads are predictable by theory.

Folding Investi ation

- Blade, wing and component static loads during folding are predictable
and do not appear to be critical at any fold angle.

- Planned control procedures for continuous sequence operation from
powered proprotor operation through the entire stop/fold/unfold/start
process and return to powered proprotor operation were executed and
shown to be feasible. Reliable feedback information concerning the
completion of each step is required to make the process semiautomatic-
ally controlled by operation of a single beep switch to command
sequence progression, regression or stopping at any point. Such a
device should be provided in any future component tests to simplify
operator workload. Mechanlcal interlocks to, for example, prevent a
rotor-start collective pitch change while the mast lock is engaged
must be considered.

Pylon-Tilt Mode Dynamics

- By the conclusion of the test period, the dynamic data that were
obtained during the powered tilt mode tests showed excellent agree-
ment not only with theory but with the 25-foot tilt-proprotor tests
conducted at NASA-Ames in November 1970 as reported in Reference 8.
This indicates that dynamic design criteria can be applied with
confidence.
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FLAPPING RESTRAINT
ENGAGE

OSCILLOGRAPH 1 - RUN 18 f
Osclliograph .
Trace Scale

Channel -Pramter Factor per Inch

I Rotor Torque 125 in-lb

2 Flapping Amplitude 3.8 de U
3 Cyclic Position 5.94 deg

4 Fold Angle 101 deg

5 Collective Position 17.5 dog DATA FROM
6 Blade Beam 35% Radius 37.5 in-lb OSCILLOGRAiPH NO. 1 - ' j

8 Blade beam 507 Radius 29.0 in-lb

9 Blade Beam 75 Radius 13.02 in-lb X , .

10 Blade Chord 35% Radius 92 in-lb

II Blade Chord 507 Radius 109 in-lb lapping 4%v

12 Blade Chord 757 Radius 3C.8 in-lb 'w 
5
Constrained

13 Fold Link Load 479 lb

14 Pitch Link Load 8.57 lb

15 Clade Torsion 35% 40.4 in-lb

16 Rotor rpm

SEQUENCE STARTS CONTI]
WITH ROTOR AT S0 AND -tO

FLAPPING FREE f b ROTOR

OSCILLOGRAPH 2 - RUN 18

Oscillograph
Trace Scale

Channel Parmter Factor per Inch

2 Wing Beam 277 Span 697 in-lb * *.

3 Wing lam 527 Span 656 in-lb

4 Wing Cbord 277 Span 2350 in-lb e:

5 Wing Chord 527 Span 581 in-lb 't ' 
"

6 Wing Torsion 27% Span 412 in-lb
7 Wing Torsion 52% Span 924 in-lb DATA FROM ;h , t ,tt,

9 Vertical for ard-Pylon 2.23 a OSCILLOGRAPH NO. 2
Acceleration

10 Horizontal Aft-Pylon 1.37 "
Acceleration

LI Conversion Axis Vertical 1.63 ,
Acceleration

12 Horizontal Forward-Pylon l.9Z 9 N N H O
AccelerationON ICH F

13 Axial Pylon Acceleration 1.25 TRACE DEFLECTION

16 Rotor rpm -. I

Figure IV-27. Time Histories of Stop-Fold Sequence From Run 18
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OSCILLOGRAPH I - RUN 18
Oscillograph
Trace Scale 7 r- 7 -

Channel Parameter Factor per Inch

I Rntor Torque 125 in-lb

2 Flapping Amplitude 3.8 deg --- ---- I.

3 Cyc'ic Position 5.94 deg t 7

4 Fold Angle 101 deg I

S Collective Posiciot. 17.5 deg . .

6 Blade Beam 35. Radius 37.5 In-' DATA FROM ,
8 Blade Beam 507. Radius 29.5 in-:b OSCILLOGRAPH NO. 14 ,

9 Blade Beam 757. Radius 13.02 In-;_ _

10 Blade Chord 357 Radius 92 'n-lb

I' Blade Chord 507. Radius 109 in-lb

12 Blade Chord 75 Radi, 38.8 in-lb -- -___ _ ___ _

13 Fold Link Load 479 lb OWN I _ F__-_-----

14 Pitch Link '.oad lb

15 Blade Torsion 35% 4C.4 in-lb ,.__

16 Rotor rpm. , 1 -

..-. "-._ - -- - ---. ... "-- - "" -16

WICILLOCMLPIIj 1 8 _V.. .

Ocillograph ..

Trace Scale " - ,

Channel Parameter Factor pr In." .'

2 Wing Bear. 277. Spen 697 In-lb

3 Wing Dea 2% Spm G.,6 it,*~; r-r -

Wine Chord 277. Sp6,%iuoii, ,_4
Wing Chord 527. S%,n 2350 r lb .

6 Wing Torsion 2, Span 412 - -

7 Wing Torsion 52. Span 92 i.. s DATA FROM .z~~~n ~~~OSCITLG AHN.2-- --
9 Vertical Forar-Pyln 2.23 -SnLOGRAPH NO. 2

Acreleration No Al "-

13 Horison td Aft-Pylon 1.37 9 .
Atceleration

i1 Conversion Axis bertical 1.63 s
Acceleration ONE INCH I

12 Horizontal Forward-Pylon 1.9) | OF TRACE J I .J

13 Axial Pylon Accelerat'on 1.25 9 [ "

It Rotor rpm 
-

Figure IV-27. Time Histories of Stop-Fold Sequence from Run 18 (W
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OSCILLOGRAPH i - RUN 18... . .. Oscillograph
Trace S-ale

Channel Paraeater Factor per Inch

I Rotor Torque 125 in-lb 8
2 Flapping Amplitude 3.8 deg

3 Cyclic Position 5.94 deg 
M -w A"V-% 0 '.

4 Fold Angle 101 deg 14 - "

5 Collective Position 17.5 deg

6 B la de B eam 35% R ad iu s 37 .5 in -lb-0 -
k NY__- h_,

8 Blade Beam 50 Radius 29.5 in-lb Blade Fold posit"t

9 Blade Beam 75% Radius 13.02 ln-lb

10 Blade Chord 3.5% Radius 92 in-lb _______o____osition_________

11 Blade Chord 507. Radius 109 in-lb ,lade Told PositiOn

12 Blade Chord 75% Radius 38.8 in-lb ...... 10.. ,

13 Fold Link Load 479 lb

14 Pitch Link Load 8.57 lb --- _-______________________....

15 Blade Torsion 35% 40.4 in-lb

16 Rotor rpm - - Mast Torque __ i

!- - .
'7 IS . ( ~ CS "-4

OSCILLOGRAPH 2 - RUN 18

Oscillograph -

Trace Scale
Channel Parameter Factor pe. inch

2 Wing Beam 27% Span 697 in-lb
3 Wing beam 52% Span 656 An-lb Wing Loads Wing Loads Wing Loads

4 Wing Chord 27. Span 2350 in-lb

5 Wing Chord 52% Span 581 in-lb " .- * ... -.

6 Wing Torsion 27% Spar. 412 in-lb

7 Wing Torsion 527. Span 924 in-lb - -.... _. - .. -
9 Vertical Forwrd-Pylon 2.23 a . -I

Acceleration._a,4_m.A_%e. . , ,,,, - , .,

10 Hlorizontal Aft-Pylon 1.37 g
Acceleration

i A Conversion Axis Vertical 163 Accelerometers I Accelerometers Accelerometer
Acceleration..

12 lorizontal Fonard-Pylon 1.99 9 1 a waor.-_ . FA-I -b -.

Acceleration
13 Axial Pylon Acceleration 1.25 £

16 Rotor rpm

Figure IV-27. Time Histories of Stop-Fold Sequence From Run 18 (Wing Alp
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V. GENERAL AERODYNAMIC FORCE MODEL TEST

The aerodynamic model tested as part of the Phase II effort is reported in
this section. The model was a force and moment airframe model with no rotor
rotation involved but with proprotor blades folded aft along wing tip nacelles
in the high speed cruise mode configuration of the folding proprotor aircraft.
The purpose of the test was investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics
of the wingtip folded blade configuration in cruise mode flight. This sec-
tion gives a description of the model, run schedule, significant test results
including related data plots with corrections included for tares, interfer-
ence, alignment and wall effects, and conclusions.

A. OBJECTIVES

Objectives of the test were determination of component drag, incremental drag
due to folded blades, and stability derivatives with blades in partial and
completely folded positions.

B. MODEL DESCRIPTION

1. General

The model tested was a modification of a one-fifth-scale airframe model of
the Bell Model 300 tilt-proprotor aircraft. Modifications to the tilt-
proprotor model included changes to the wingtip nacelles, addition of folded
blades, and addition of compound jet-engine nacelles mounted beneath the
wing panels at an inboard wing station. A photograph of the model installed
in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure V-1 and a three view drawing is shown
in Figure V-2.

The wingtip nacelles were designed to enclose the transmissions, pylons, and
wingtip mechanisms of the aircraft but not to include the gas-turbine engines
which in the tilt-proprotor configuration are integral with the wingtip pro-
pulsion system. There were three blades at each nacelle, aLad each had scale
twist, thickness, airfoil contours. Blade roots were modified for folding
in the chord direction. Two configurations of blade fold-hinge radius and
trail angle were tested. One had a fold-hinge radius at 15.6 percent radius
and blades trailed straight aft from the hinge, parallel to the fuselage water-
line. The second configuration had the hinge radius moved toward the pod

centerline and the blades folded an additional four degrees. These configura-
tions are identified as AF Pod No. 1 and AF Pod No. 2, respectively. Fair- I
ings were constructed between the blade trailing edges and nacelles and to 1
enclose the proprotor hub blade-fold mechanism. These were based on a scale
kinematic working model of the configuration. During the test, blades could
be opened 30 degrees from the folded position.

Flaps, ailerons, horizontal stabilizer, elevator, and rudder were adjustable
to fixed incidences. The empennage had a single vertical stabilizer with
the horizontal stabilizer mounted above the root. With the wingtip nacelles
and blades removed, the model was fitted with a set of wingtip extensions.
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The model had smooth wing and fuselage surfaces. For tests with roughness
added, boundary layer transition strips consisting of No. 60 grit wire were
placed on the wing at the 5-percent chord and on the fuselage for some tests.
Vortex generators, when used, were placed on the upper surface of the wing
at the 20-percent chord. These bad the following dimensions:

Vortex generators - height/wing chord 0.02
Vortex generators - length/height 4.0
Vortex generators - spacing/height 6.0

Recessed adapters in the fuselage accepted bayonets for both normal and in-
verted two-support-system wind-tunnel mounting and for dummy struts when
used for interference and alignment runs. No internal model balances were
involved.

For data runs, the model was mounted upright in the wind tunnel test section.
A forward support strut positioned the model near the center of the section
and was shielded from the wind by a fairing aligned with the airstream. A
knurled rear strut was used for the aft support, which was actuated to vary
the model angle of attack. Support-strut interference runs were made in the
conventional manner with the model inverted and with/without the presence
of dummy struts. Alignment data runs were made with the model upright but
with the dummy struts installed.

The Vought Aeronautics Division low speed wind tunnel was used for this
test. It is a closed single-return facility having tandem test sections of
15 x 20 feet and 7 x 10 feet. The model was mounted in the 7 x 10 foot
test section, which operates at atmospheric pressure at speeds up to 240
miles per hour. Test section dynamic pressure was maintained at 50 pounds
per square foot during these test runs. The two support struts of the model
mounting system extend through the tunnel floor and attach to the wind tunnel
facility's six-component force and moment external balance to measure forces
and moments. All six components of data were monitored on a visual display
and recorded on an IBM typewriter and card punch machine for subsequzat data
reduction.

2. Dimensions

Table V-1 gives principal dimensions and areas of the model and those used

in data coefficients.

The moment resolving center for data reduction, plots, and analysis was
model Fuselage Station 58.6 and Waterline 16.3. This point is 0.21-inches
aft and 3.26-inches below the one-quarter chord of the model wing MAC and
represents an aft center of gravity.
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TABLE V-I. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA

Overall Model Length 8.38 ft

Overall Model Width with Folded Blades
AF Pod No. 1 7.33 ft

Folded-Proprotor and Wingtip Nacelle
Number of blades per proprotor 3
Diameter, if unfolded 5 ft
Fold-hinge radius, AF Pod No. 1 configuration 4.67 in.
Blade chcrd 2.8 in.
Aerodynamic blade twist from root cutout

to tip 27 deg
Direction of rotation if unfolded, inboard

tip motion, proprotor mode up
Distance from one-fourth chord of wing MAC

to rotor hub 9.46 in.
Hub precone 2.5 deg
Distance from hub to nacelle/spinner

leading edge 7.46 in.
Nacelle and spi*'ner length 31.2 in.
Nacelle diameter, maximum 5.43 in.

Wing

Span with folded blades, AF Pod No. 1 7.33 ft
Span which if multiplied by wing chord
will result in wing area used in aero-
dynamic coefficients 6.874 ft

Span between outermost lines of nacelle
spinner 6.85 ft

Span used in yaw and roll moment coefficient,
and span between proprotor centerlines in
airplane mode 6.43 ft

Span of wing with nacelles removed and wingtip
extensions installed 6.84 ft

Root chord (BL 5.6) 1.03 ft
Tip chord (BL 41.0) 1.03 ft

Wing area used in aerodynamic coefficients 7.08 sq ft
Mean aerodynamic chord
Chord (BL 20.55) 1.03 it
One-fourth chord at fuselage station 58.26

Airfoil section (constant) NACA 64A223 modified
Aspect ratio 6.63
Forward sweep 6.5 deg
Dihedral 2.167 deg
Incidence 3.0 deg
Twist 0 deg
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TABLE V-I. Continued

Aileron

Area per side (aft of hinge line) 0.416 sq ft
Span (along hinge line) (1.608 feet) 19.3 in.
Chord per wing chord 0.25

Flap

Area per side (aft of hinge line) 0.22 sq ft
Span (along hinge line) (0.85 feet) 10.2 in.
Chord per wing chord 0.25

Fuselage

Length (7.62 feet) 91.5 in.
Maximum breadth 13.2 in.
Maximum depth 14.8 in.

Vertical Tail

Spin (1.77 feet) 21.2 in.
Total area 2.10 sq ft
Rudder area (aft of hinge) 11.55 sq ft
Rudder chord/total chord 0.25
Aspect ratio 1.49
&weep of one-fourth chord 42.53 deg
Root chord (WL 15.0) 19.4 in.
Airfoil section NACA 64A015

Tip chord (WL 36.2) 9.2 in.
Airfoil section NACA 64A012

Mean aerodynamic chord (WL 24.34) 14.91 in.
Mean aerodynamic chord

One-quarter chord at fuselage station 105.22
Distance from one-quarter chord of wing

mean aerodynamic chord to one-quarter chord
of vertical tail mean aerodynamic chord 46.96 in.

Horizontal Tail

Total area 2.0, sq ft
Span (2.87 feet) 34.4 in.
Aspect ratio 4.09
Angle of incidence 0 deg
Elevator area (aft of hinge), total 0.553 sq ft
Elevator chord/total chord 0.30
Root chord (BL 0) 9.80 in.
Airfoil section NACA 64A015
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TABLE V-I. Concluded

Tip chord (BL 17.2) 7.00 in.
Airfoil section NACA 64A015

Mean aerodynamic chord (BI, 8.122) (WL 2:.4) 8.48 in.
Mean aerodynamic chord

One-quarter chord at fuselage station 109.15
Sweep of one-quarter chord line 22.43 deg
Distance from one-quarter chord of wing
mean aerodynamic chord to one-quarter
chord of horizontal tail mean aerodynamic
chord 50.89 in.

C. CONFIGURATIONS TESTED

The test period comprised 80 hours of wind tunnel occupancy time. The
sequential run schedule is shown in Table V-Il beginning with Run 99 and
continuing through Run 331; between these run numbers, those runs with
other than Air Force Pods No. i and 2 or with no pods, are excepted. The

schedule gives a brief description of the purpose of each run, the model
configuration, and identifies the run as an angle of attack or yaw sweep.
Configuration nomenclature for the test is given in Table V-III. Only
data related to Air Force Pods No. 1 and 2 are the subject of the test and
subsequent discussion.

A summary tabulation of configurations and variable settings tested is given
in Table V-IV arranged according to test purposes. The sequential run
schedule orders the test for minimum occupancy time. The summary identifies
the data run numbers. It gives the figures (in this Section of the report)
on which results are plotted.

Reduced data in the figures of this section and discussed in the following
paragraphs include corrections for strut tare and interference, solid and

wake blockage, flow alignment, static weight tares and tunnel wall corrections.
The tunnel wall corrections due to boundary constraint were derived in accor-
dance with Reference 26 and were applied to angle of attack, drag, and pitching
moments. Corrections, additional data plots, and tabulated data in wind,
body and stability axes for all data runs are reported in the 1013-page
wind tunnel test facility data report, Reference 27. A copy of the report
has been forwarded to the Prototype Division of the Air Force Flight
Dynamics Laboratory.
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TABLE V-II. Continued __
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TABLE V-1I. Continued
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TABLE V-III. NOMENCLATURE

Configuration

B fuselage on
BL blades and grip on
CF conversion actuator fairings off
f blade faired to pod
GO blade grips on
NI  jet engine nacelle, flow through, on
N2  jet engine nacelle on but plugged and faired
N3  same as NI but three inches outboard
N4  same as NI but four inches below that of NI
p1 Bell tilt proprotor pod on
P2  Air Force Pod No. I on
p3  Bell tilt proprotor pod with folded blades 'n

P4  Air Force Pod No. 2 on
(PT)45  Forty-five degree antidihedral pod trip plate on
S horizontal stabilizer on
(TS)I  boundary layer transition strip on wing
(TS)2 boundary layer transition strip on wing and fuselage
V vertical stabilizer on
(VG)I partial open vortex generators on
(VG)2  full open vortex generators on
W wing on

Variable

AR left aileron, plus trailing edge down
AL right aileron, plus trailing edge down
10 blade fold angle, degrees open from folded position
E elevator, plus trailing edge down
F flaps, plus trailing edge down
R rudder, plus for positive side force
S horizontal stabilizer, plus trailing edge down
V vertical stabilizer
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D. TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The test results presented herein are the significant results of the test

to the extent that could be determined with the available resources.

I. Aerodynamic Characteristics and Stability Derivatives of Complete
Aircraft with Blades Folded

Aerodynamic characteristics and stability derivatives of the complete model
in the folding-proprotor configuration are presented in Tables V-V and V-VI.
For these data, flaps are up and blades are folded aft along the wingtip
nacelles. Table V-VII presents the characteristics with flaps down 50
degrees and ailerons down 20 degrees. All slopes in the tables are average
valucs taken between *2 degrees and are derived from Figures V-3 through V-16,
and Figures V-47 through V-51. The data are the basis for subsequent com-
parisons and analysis of the effects of individual components, the effects
of opening the blades, and the full-scale analyses.

2. Component Lift, Drag, and Pitching Moment

a. Wingtip Pods Including Blades

The singular contributions of the wingtip pods including folded blades to
lift, drag, and pitching moment of the configuration are shown in Figures
V-17 through V-23 and summarized in Table V-VIII.

As expected, the additional area or end plate effect of the pods and blades
results in lift and drag increases. As will be found in the next section,
part is due to the nacelle (transmission cowling and spinner) and part to
the blades. A complete theoretical analysis of the effect on lift has not
been completed; however a comparison of test and predicted values of drag
is included in a later section.

The pods cause a pitch trim change, but their contribution to pitch stability
varies depending upon the presence of other components. When the stabilizer
is off, the pods decrease longitudinal stability. However when the stabilizer
is on, they have practically no effect--for an angle of attack range of 0 to
4 degrees. At greater or lesser angles, they are slightly destabilizing.
The conclusion is that, while the pods are destabilizing, the interference
effects created on the horizontal stabilizer result in almost no change in
pitch stability.

b. Blades Only

Table V-IX shows the contribution of the blades. These data are derived
from Figures V-24 through V-29.

The increase in drag due to both blades and wingtip nacelles is 18.1 percent
at a cruise angle of attack of 0 degrees. From this, one calculates that
the blade and nacelle drag represents 15 percent of total aircraft drag in

cruise. (At higher lift coefficients, their drag contribution is a much
smaller percentage.) Of the total drag increase, that due to just the blades
is about 25 percent and the remainder is due to the nacelles.

D270-099-003 V-16
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TABLE V-V. CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE AIRCRAFT, FLAPS UP,
MODEL CLEAN

Aerodynamic Air Force Air Force
Coefficient
or Stability Pod No. 1 Pod No. 2
Derivative Value Value

CLa at 41 f 0 0.095/deg 0.088/deg

CL at@ 0 1.54 1.50

CD at a , 0 0.047 0.054

f-full-scale 8.26 ft2  9.50 ft2

Ca at op = 0 -1.92/rad -1.83/rad

(CRM)qiat a = 0 0.186/rad 0.135/rad

(CyM)t at a = 0 -0.056/rad -0.086/rad

(C M ) 0 at a = -110 -0.016/rad 0.028/rad

(CyM)* at a = -110 -0.201/rad -0122./rad

(CRM))4at a = 50 0.227/rad 0.224/rad

(CyM) at a = 50 -0.018/rad -0.036/rad

(Cj4). at a = 100 0.330/rad 0.344/rad

(CyM)q, at a = 100 -0.066/rad -0.079/rad -

(CRM)q4 at a = 170 0.244/rad 0.259/rad

(CyM)* at a = 170 -0.008/rad 0.037/rad

D270-099-003 V- 17
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TABLE V-VI. CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE AIRCRAFT, FLAPS
UP, VORTEX GENERATORS ON

Aerodynamic Air Force
Coefficient
or Stability Pod No. 1

Derivative Value

CL at j =0 0.098/deg

CLMAX at = 0 1.76

CD at a, = 0 0.063

f-full scale* 11.09 ft2

CM at qi = 0 -1.50/rad

(CRM) at a = 0 0.189/rad

I (CyM)qp at a = 0 -0.074/rad

(C%4M), at a = 110 0.242/rad

(Cym4 at a = 110 -0.034/rad

(CRm)4b ata = 170 0.121/rad

(Cym)Mp at a = 170 -0.014/rad

*Based on a one-fifth-scale model

D270-099-003 V-18
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TABLE V-VII. CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPLETE AIRCRAFT,
FLAPS DOWN, AIR FORCE POD NO. 1

Aerodynamic Vortex
Coefficient Generators
or Stability Model Clean On
Derivatives Values Values

CLa at i=0 0.088/deg 0.094/deg

CLMAX at = 0 1.80 2.12

CD at a, = 0 0.132 0.145

f-full scale* 23.21 ft2  25.49 ft2

CM atv = 0 -1.53/rad -1.26/rad

(CRm), at a = 0.260/rad 0.298/rad

(CyM)L ata = I -0.118/rad -0.069/rad

(CRM)P at a = 60 0.144/rad 0.189/rad

(CyM) at a = 60 -0.155/rad -0.057/rad

(CRM)q at a = 110 0.283/rad 0.201/rad

(CyM) at a = 110 -0. 104/rad -0.002/rad

*Based on one-fifth-scale model

TABLE V-VIII. SUMMARY OF WINGTIP POD CONTRIBUTIONS
TO LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Aerodynamic Air Force Air Force
Characteristics Pod No. I Pod No. 2

ACLa at q= 0 per deg 0.027 0.002

ACLMAX at - 0 0.23 0.17

ACD at 4 = 0 0.007 0.014

ACM at 4 = 0 per rad -0.114 -0.029

V-19
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TABLE V-IX. CHANGE IN LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL CHARACTERISTICS
DUE TO FOLDED BLADES

Percent Change in Coefficient
Aerodynamic Add Wingtip
Coefficient Pods but no
or Stability Reference Blades or Add Blade
Derivative Configuration Blade Grips Grips Only Add Blades

(1) (2) (3)

C1, 0 7.7 10.3 23.1

CLMAX 0 7.5 9.0 16.4

CD at a = 0 0 13.1 36.9 18.1

CD at ct= 6 0 9.8 25.8 22.7

CD at CL = 0.6 0 4.9 21.3 5.7

CM 0 Negligible Negligible Negligible

Cy 0 5.5 - 44.9

(CRM) 0 13.0 - 41.3

(CyM)LP 0 19.5 - 47.2

(1) A positive sign indicates a "more positive" slope.
Drag coefficients and stability derivatives are at
c and/or 4 =0.

(2) Complete aircraft less wingtip pods and blades.

(3) Grips had blunt afterbodies.

c. Jet Engine Nacelles

The general effects produced by the presence of these nacelles are to
(I) slightly decrease the lift-curve slope at low to moderate angles of
attack, (2) decrease maximum lift coefficient, (3) increase drag in most
cases, (4) increase static longitudinal stability at low angles of attack
when the empennage is present, and (5) cause no noticeable change in
static longitudinal stability at high angles of attack when the empennage
is present and at all angles when the empennage is not present. Data are
presented in Figures V-30 through V-33.

The summary curve in Figure V-34 shows two unusual effects. They are:
(I) a favorable interference between the wing and nacelles as evidenced
by a decreasing and low value of drag due to the nacelle at angles of
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attack between 0 and 10 degrees, and (2) a favorable but nonlinear inter-
ference of the nacelles at low angles of attack so as to increase static
longitudinal stability with the empennage on. It appears that the latter
may be related to a reduction in downwash at the tail, as indicated by the
slight reduction in lift-curve slope over the same angle.

Effects of changing nacelle configuration and location were investigated.
Three changes were made. One involved plugging the inlets and outlets and
adding forebody and afterbody fairings. This change then made the nacelle
equivalent to a streamlined body having a diameter-to-tength ratio of 0.4.
Other changes involved relocation of the nacelles three inches outboard (at
the same distance below the wing), and lowering of the nacelles four inches
(at the same wing spanwise station). Result3 of these tests are that the
streamlined nacelles made small changes in comparison to that for the model
with flow-through nacelles. Moving the nacelle outboard three incles had
no appreciable effect, and lowering the nacelle four inches has no apprecia-ble effect on either longitudinal or lateral characteristics.

d. Empennage

Figures V-35 through V-37 show the contribution of the empennage. There are
some differences depeading upon the configuration of the model when the tail
was removed, and these are summarized in Figure V-38.

A comparison was made of measured and theoretical values of the horizontal
stabilizer contribution to static stability. For the fuselage-wing-
empennage combination, the measured horizontal stabilizer contribution to
CMa is -2.45/radian, determined by taking the slope of the difference
between Run 296 (tail on) and Run 277 (tail off). This difference is plotted
as a solid line in Figure V-39. The calculated horizontal-stabilizer con-

tribution to pitching moment is shown by the dashed line. The calculation
was based on the following:

(CM)STA -" (a---i

where

at - three-dimensional lift curve slope of stabilizer

2At = stabilizer area (2.00 ft , mclel scale)

it W stabilizer moment arm (4.29 ft, model scale)

A w- wing are% (7.06 ft 2, model scale)wL
- wing chord (1.03 ft, model scale)

- fuselage angle of attack

- downwash angle on stabilizer

q - dynamic pressure efficiency at stabilizer
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A lift curve slope, at of 0.061 per degree was used for the stabilizer which
has an aspect ratio of 4.1 and a sweep of 25 degrees. The downwash angle, e,
was estimated as a function of wing lift by use of charts in Appendix B.6 of
Reference 21. Wing lift was derived from the lift of Run 277 corrected to acc
account for fuselage lift. Results of the downwash calculation are shown in
Figure V-40. At a=0, the value of O/Oa is approximately 0.29.

e. Comparison of Component Drag with Predictions

(1) wing

Table V-X shows comparisons of uind.tunnei test and predicted values of lift
curve slope, and change in lift coefficient with flap deflection for tile model
wing without-wingtip pods and engine nacelles.

The test values indicate that 100-percent carry through is affectcd by the
fuselage.

The effect of roughness on the wing is greater than predicted. With rough-
ness, the measured value of CT is sensitive to the value used for the two-
dimensional slope of the lift curve of the wing airfoil section at the
Reynolds number of the model test. On this, very little data are available.

Flap effectiveness varies as a function of angle of attack. (The slope ofAthe lift curve with flaps up is not the same as that with flaps down.)
Values of CL8 shown in the table are averages of two values. For the wing
alone, the low value was 0.0157, measured at the angle of attack for zero
lift with flaps up, and the high value was 0.0174, measured at a zero angle
of attack. For the wing and fuselage, the values were 0.0217 to 0.0230.
In either case, measured values of flap effectiveness are greater than pre-
dicted.

TABLE V-X. COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED VALUES OF LIFT
CURVE SLOPE AND FLAP EFFECTIVENESS FOR THE WING

Aerodynamic Characteristic
CL* CL

Wing Wing- Wing Wing-
Alone Fuselage Alone Fuselage
/deg /deg /deg /deg

Measured Values

With leading edge roughness 0.058 0.058 0.0165 0.0223
Clean configuration - 0.076 - -

Predicted Values

Using Reference 21
Wing transition at 0.05C 0.066 0.066 --
With transition at 0.5C 0.071 0.071 - -

Using Reference 22 0 - 0.0137 0.0202
Using References 21 and 22 - - 0.0143 0.0202

*at a 0
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(2) Other Components

Comparisons for the other compnents are given in Table V-XI. Predictedvalues were derived during or ti:m related work, as indicated by the
references shown in the Table.

TABLE V-XI. COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASURED AND PREDICTED
CRUISE DRAG DATAMl)

Measured Drag Predicted Drag
Component Coefficient (2) Coefficient

Values Reference
* Wing 0.0115 0.0120 23

Fuselage 0.0104 0.0127 23
* Air Force Pod No. 1 0.0060 0.0064 18

Air Force Pod No. 2 0.0115 .

Empennage(3 )  0.0026 0.0053 23

Engine Nacelles 0.0034 0.0020 24

(1) All data are based on a full-scale wing area of 176 ft2. This valueincludes fuselage carry through and pod carry through out to outer
edge of pod spinner.

(2) The measured drag -data have been corrected for Reynolds number and
trim conditions.

(3) This value listed for Bell Pod No. 1.

j 3. Component Contributions to Lateral Stability

a. Yaw Stability

(1) Wingtip Pods for Folded Blades

For cruise angles of attack, the basic airframe (fuselage-wing-empennage)
has some yaw stability (Cni = 0.046 per radian). This is shown in
Figure V-42 and Table V-XI.

Addition of Pod No. 1 with blades folded reduces stability and essentiallymakes the aircraft neutrally stable for small to moderate yaw angles. Thechange in yaw stability ic approximately 18 percent of the tail contribution
to Cnp.

D270-099-003 
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TABLE V-XII. BASELINE DATA BASIC AIRFRAME

Aerodynamic Addition of Addition of
Coefficient Addition of Jet Engine Blade Pods and
or Stability Basic'1  Blade Pods Nacelles Jet Engine
Derivative Airframe Alone Alone Nacelles

value(2) value(2) value(2 )  value(2)

CL, at q = 0 0.082/deg 0.098/deg 0.079/deg 0.095/deg

CLMAX at = 0 1.37 1,56 1.33 1.54

CD at a, i = 0 0.035 0.045 0.039 0.047

f-full scale (3)  6.16 ft2  7.92 ft2  6.86 ft2  8.26 ft2

CM at 41 = 0 -1.47/rad -1.56/rad -1.88/rad -1.92/rad

(CRM)* at a = 0 4  0.127/rad 0.184/rad 0.127/rad 0.186/rad
0(5)

(CyM)q at a = 0 -0.046/rad 0 -0.095/rad -0.045/rad

(1) Fuselage plus wing plus empennage, model clean

(2) Model wing reference areas and lengths are: S = 7.08 ft
= 1.03 ft, and b = 6.43 ft

(3) Length scale factor of one-fifth

(4) Effective wing dihedral angle (degree) c -(CRM)0/0.016

(5) Contribution of vertical stabilizer to (CyM)q * -0,25/rad

V-24
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Cause of the reduction in stability may be an increased sidewash effect on
the fin, mostly due to the blades. This is indicated in Figure V-28 which
shows that removal of the folded blades alone increases stability from.
Cn = 0.05b per radian to 0.080 per radian. Thus, the effects of the blades
arg destabilizing, and most of the destabilizing contribution of the
pod-blade combination seems to be caused by the blades.

A summary of pod effects is included in Table V-XIII. along with a summary

of the effects of other components.

(2) Engine Nacelles

One might expect the engine nacelles to produce a decrease in stability in
that the side forces on the nacelles might increase the sidewash gradient
at the fin. However, the nacelles actually produced a large increase in
yaw stability. No data are available to determine how much of the charge
is due to improvement in the flow conditions at the fin. The increase
appears to be present with or without the wing-tip-pods. The addition of
the nacelles to the basic airframe results in an increase in C from 0.046
per radian to 0.095 per radian, which is equivalent to a 20 pergent increase
in fin effectiveness. On the aircraft with Pod No. 1, the difference
between the nacelles-off and nacelles-on static stability is even larger --
a Cnp of 0.064 or 26 percent of the fin effectiveness. Additional testing
would be required to determine to which parameters the change is sensitive.

(3) Vertical Stabilizer

The vertical stabilizer effectiveness and flow zonditions were examined in
a prior test with the same fuselage, empennage, and wing. Consequently,
it was not investigated again during this test. The previous findings are
reported in Reference 25.

From the results of the prior tests, the vertical stabilizer configuration
used in this test was known to provide low yaw static stability at small
sideslip angles, particularly at high angles of attack; however, for
generic tests, this was believed to be acceptable for the purpose of
examining the effects of other components on lateral characteristics.
Consequently, the actual levels of static stability of the model tested
should be considered secondary to the changes noted for the different air-
craft components. As a means of comparison, however, the fin contribution
to yaw stability, which is approximately Cnp - r0.25 per radian at small
sideslip angles, is used as a baseline in evaluating the component effects
on yaw stability.

(4) Blades Open

Yaw stability seems very little affected by blade fold angles within 30
degrees of the fully-folded position. The variations in yaw stability were
within about 5 percent of the vertical tail contribution to Cnp.

D270-099-003 V-25
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TABLE V-XIII. SUMMARY OF COMPONENT EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT YAW
STABILITY (Cnp)*

Basic Aircraft AF Pod No. 1 AF Pod No. 2

Percent Percent Percent

Change cn of Tail ACn, of Tail ACnp of Tail
(Cnp) (Cnp) n (Cnp)

Add blades, pods, 0.010 + 4 0.040 +16
nacelles to basic
aircraft

Add blades and pods - -0.046 -18 -

to basic aircraft

Remove blades from - +0.024 +10
baseline con-
figuration

Add jet nacelles +0.049 +20 +0.064 +26

Unfold blades by - - +0.002** + 1 -

30 degrees

Add vortex - +0.018 + 7 -0.100 - 4
generators

*Tail contribution to Cn= 0.25 per radian (negative Cn values
indicate a reduction in stability for the change noted).P

**Flaps down.
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(5) Vortex Generators

The vortex generators do not influence the yaw stability significantly.
They appear to increase the stability very slightly for AF Pod No. 1 con-
figurations and reduce it for AF Pod No. 2. The maximum change notid was
7 percent of the fin effectiveness.

b. Dihedral Stability

The aircraft design at the time of the test had a high-wing location positive
wing dihedral angle, and single vertical stabilizer, all of which contribute
to negative dihedral stability. The wing, in addition, has a relatively thick
airfoil section which either by itself or due to wingtip pod or fuselage inter-
ference, may be contributing to an increasing dihedral effect with increasing
lift coefficient. Tests were conducted to examine the wing contribution alone,
and results of adding the folding-proprotor appendages.

In reviewing these data, it may be helpful to note that effective wing
dihedral angle in degrees can be approximated by (r)effective- -Cl1/0.016,
with C per radian, or that the effective dihedral is approximately equal
to -62imes the value of C1, shown on the curves.

(1) Wing Alone

The wing alone was tested early in the program and the data, uncorrected
for tare and interference are shown in Figure V-43. From this, one concludes
that the wing alone without fuselage or protuberances experiences a signifi-
cantly increasing effective dihedral with Angle-of-attack. Vortex generators
on the upper surface were found to delay the increase in effective dihedral.
Tests were conducted both with and without the vortex generators until more
was learned about the phenomenon.

(2) Wingtip Pods

Wingtip pod and blade geometry appear to have a large effect on dihedral
stability. On Figure V-44 are shown the variations in C1 with CL for three
different pod configurations with flaps up and without vo tex generators,
and for the basic aircraft without pods. At CL = 1.0, the AF pod configura-
tions have a considerably higher Clg than the Bell Pod No. 2 configuration,
and the pods off value lies between'them. All of the configurations exhibit
an increase in Clp with CL.

Some indication of the contribution of the blades only to Clp may be obtained
from Figure V-27. It shows at an angle of attack of zero that if the blades
are removed from the AF Pod No. 1 configuration with vortex generators off,
C1p decreases from -0.186 per radian to -0.141 per radian. More testing is
required to determine how blade-pod geometry, including folded blade position-ing can be optimized to reduce dihedral stability.
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(3) Engine Nacelles

The effect of engine nacelles varied. When wingtip pods were not present,

the engine nacelles had no effect on dihedral (at a= 0). This is shown in

Figure V-42 and Table XII. When wingtip pods were present, the nacelles

reduced Cl by approximately 0.10. (The latter configuration had Air Force

Pod No. i,Pleading edge roughness, and no vortex generators.) This change

is equivalent to about -6 degrees of effective wing dihedral angle.

(4) Blades Open

For a configuration having Air Force Pod No. 1, flaps down, and vortex gener-

ators on, blade fold angle did not influence dihedral stability significantly.

AC ~was -0.015 as the blades were unfolded to 30 degrees. With Pod No. 2,

fla s up, and vortex generators on, Cl decreased from -0.127 to -0.061 as

the blades were unfolded to 30 degrees. A somewhat smaller change was indi-

cated for the flaps-down case.

(5) Effect of Vortex Generators

The vortex generator produced large but unpredictable changes in dihedral
stability at high lift coefficients above CL = 1.0. With flaps up, values

of Cl are shown for the several configurations (with vortex generators on)

in Figure V-45. Comparisons of C1 with those in Figure V-44 indicate that
at a CL between 1.5 and 1.6, the vertex generators reduce ClR up to 50 per-

cent. The largest change is for the Bell Pod No. 1 configurition, which

does not have folded blades or Jet engine nacelles.

Flaps-down data, in Figure V-46 show that at lift coefficients between 1.0
and 1.5, the value of Cl, is nearly the same with or without vortex genera-
tors.

4. Blade Opening Effects

The effects on lift, drag, and moments caused by opening the blades 1! and

30 degrees from the folded position are shown in Figures V-47 through V-52
for the Pod No. 1 configuration with flaps down.

a. Lift

The lift curve slope as well as the zero-lift angle changes slightly as the
blades are opened. The variations are fairly uniform. Only small variations
in maximum lift occur.

b. Dra g

Variation in drag io uniform. Minimum drag is 0.120, 0.126, and 0.129 for
0-, 15-, and 30-degrees blade-open angles.

c. Pitching Moment

There is a significant change in the trim value, but only a slight change in
the pitching moment derivative. The trim change occurs during the first
15 degrees of blade opening.
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d. Rolling Moment and Yawing Moment

Only small changes are noted in the yawing-moment curves. The largest

changes seem to occur in rolling moment and its derivative.

5. Aileron Effectiveness

A complete aerodynamic investigation of the folding-proprotor configuration
should include aileron, elevator, and rudder effectiveness tests for control
data. Some tests were accomplished in each area and are reported herein.
Most interest was in aileron effectiveness because of their use to help the
flaps increase mn...imum lift during conversion and transition. Also the wing
thickness is relatively high and very little data were available.

a. Blades Folded

(1) Flaps Up, Model Clean

These data are shown in Figure V-53. For aileron deflection angles up to
*10 degrees, they are quite effective at lift coefficients up to about 0.8,

and effectiveness is greater than would be predicted for a wing without pods.
Test values of C1 , for example are 0.006 per degree, while the predicted value
is 0.00464 per dree. Thus the aileron aspect ratio is effectively increased
by the pods.

At lift coefficients above 0.8, aileron effectiveness is reduced until at
or slightly below maximum lift, they become ineffective. The causes of this
reduction were not well established at the time of the test.

(2) Flaps Down, Model Clean

Data with flaps down 50 degrees are shown in Figure V-54. Ailerons are
drooped nominally 20 degrees, and they act as flaperons.

In general, rolling moments are 50 to 75 percent of those with flaps up.
They are nearly constant for lift coefficients up to about 1.3, above which
they decrease to zero at or slightly below the maximum lift coefficient. At
a given lift coefficient, the variation in rolling moment of aileron deflec-
tion is nonlinear. In contrast to the more nearly uniforn. ariation with
flaps up, it increases for settings up to aileron deflections of *15 degrees.

(3) Effects of Vortex Generators

Test results with vortex generators on the wing upper surfaces are also
shown in Figures V-53 and V-54.

With flaps up, rolling moments due to a *15-degree aileron deflection are
increased somewhat for lift coefficients up to 0.8. The most pronounced
effect is an increase in moments at the higher coefficients, and an increase
in the percent of maximum lift coefficient at which a given level of aileron
control power is maintained.
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With flaps down, rolling moments due to aileron deflection are reduced at
low to moderate lift coefficients but increased at the highest coefficients.
The decrease in rolling moments at low to moderate lift coefficients is
believed caused by a nonlinear influence of the generators on aileron effec-
tiveness. Evidently, they improve effectiveness up to some value of deflec-
tion, beyond which they have a less effect. With flaps down, the percent of
maximum lift coefficient for a given level of aileron control power is
increased.

b. Blades Open

For lift coefficients up to 1.4 (flaps up) and 1.7 (flaps down), differences
between moments with blades folded and blades open 15 degrees are small
(Figures V-55 and V-56).

c. Other Effects

The effect of roughness applied to the wing Icading edge is shown in
Figure V-57. It appears that the effects are small and insignificant.

Some differences in aileron effectiveness might be expected for different
wing-tip-pod and blade configurations because of differing end conditions
for the ailerons, or interference with the edgewise-folded blades. When
blades are folded for cruise flight no significant differences were found
(Figures V-58 and V-59). With blades open 15 degrees, a large difference
is shown (Figure V-60). This was unexpected because opening the blades had
no significant effect on aileron effectiveness with the Air Force pod config-
uration. There was no significant difference in effectiveness between the
two pod configurations with blades folded. The effect shown is largely the
result of an increase in aileron effectiveness for the Bell pod No. 2 con-
figuration when blades are open. On, may conclude from this that interfer-
ence exists with airflow about the ailerons when blades are folded with the
Bell pod No. 2 configuration, and that the deeper tilt-proprotor-pod, which
has engines mounted below the transmission, results in increased aileron
effectiveness in comparison to the reduced diameter folding proprotor pod.

6. Elevator and Rudder Effectiveness

Pitching moment coefficients as a function of elevator deflections and air-
frame angle of attack are presented in Figures V-61 and V-62. Yawing
moments due to rudder deflection and yaw angle are given in Figures V-63
and V-64 for angles if attack of 0 and 11 degrees. The related rolling
offectiveness of the rudder is given in Figures V-65 and V-66. At the high
angle of attack, there is a noticeable increase in static directional
stability for rudder deflections of 5 and 10 degrees. Cause of this effect
is not established.
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7. Conclusions

The folded-blade drag of the folding-proprotor configuration tested is the
smaller part of the wingtip pod and blade contributions to aircraft drag. The
blades were completely exposed and had first-iteration hub and trailing-edge
fairings. The greater part of the contribution is due to the basic pylon
mechanism, transmission, and spinner cowlings which are basically generic to
both the tilt- and folding-proprotor configurations. The folding-proprotor
configuration tested had relatively high-drag jet engine nacelles underslung
between the wings and these may not be representative of larger aircraft.
But with these nacelles and the folded blades, the equivalent full-scale
equivalent flat-plate drag is about one square foot greater than that of the
tilt proprotor not including blade drag or propulsive efficiency in the
latter. The comparison above does not include considerations of fuel flow,
fan or proprotor efficiencies, altitude, system weights, speeds, or Mach
number effects.

The blades when folded for cruise, tend to reduce pitch and yaw stability
and to increase effective dihedral. In the case of pitch stobility, this is
offset by a favorable influence which they have on wing downwaoh such that
horizontal stabilizer effectiveness is increased. This results in a negligible
net effect of the folded blades on pitch stability. In the configuration

tested, jet engine nacelles are underslung beneath the wing at an inboard
station. The arrangement can be expected to vary for different configurations
but for the configuration tested, they introduced compensating yaw stability
and dihedral effects tending to offset those of the blades.

Opening the blades 30 degrees from the folded position changed longitudinal
trim, but did not affect pitch stability. The fold angle was limited by
model and wind-tunnel size, but future tests 6hould be conducted with blades
fully open, which is critical for empennage sizing. A number of areas
discussed in the text, such as Reynolds number effect, directional stability
and effective dihedral, and aileron effectiveness, have subsequently been
investigated for the tilt-proprotor configuration, but these do not appear
to be unique to the folded-blade configuration. However, there are sufficient
differences in many characteristics to require developmental model testing for
specific folding-proprotor configurations.
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~:Figure V-3. Complete Aircraft, Flaps Up, Blades Closed,
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Figure V-4. Complete Aircraft, Flaps Up, Blades Closed
- MacAel Clean.
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Figure V-6. Complete Aircraft, Flaps Up, Blades Closed,
Model Clean.,
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Figure V-7. Complete Aircraft, Flaps Up, Blade s Closed,Model Clean.7- -7 
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F-Figure V-8. Complete Aircraft, Flaps Up, Blades Closed, 13Model Clean. 
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Figure V-9. Complete Aircraft, Flaps Up, Blades Closed,j V~ortex Generators On
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Figure V-10. Complete Aircraft, Flaps Up, Blades Closed,
4 rfzVortex Generators On. 7 5
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Fiur V-11. Complete Aircraft, Flaps Up, Blades Closed,j Vortex Generators On.
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Figure V-13. Complete Aircraft, Flaps Down, Blades Closed,
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Figure V-14. Complete Aircraft, Flaps Down, Blades Closed,
Model Clean.
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T-Figure V-15. Complete Aircraft, Flaps Down, Blades Coe
Model Clean,
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j Figure V-16. Complete Aircraft, Flaps Down, Blades Closed,1 Model Clean.
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L7L7 1.1.liFigure V-17. Effect of Wingtip Pods on Longitudinal Ow~ract.eristics
I for the Complete Aircraft, Air Force Pod N~o. 1.
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FiueV-18. Effect of Wingtip Pods on Longidutinal Characteristics 1:
Figurefor the Complete Aircraft Less Engine Naceliles,

Air Force Pod No. 1.f
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HFigure V-iA. Effect of Wingtip Pods on Longidutinal Characteristics -for the Complete Aircraft Less Empennage, Air Force F

L Pod No. 1
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'~j Fi~,ure V-20. Effect of Wingtip Pods on Lniuia hrceitc
-4I of the Fuselage and Wing, Air Force Pod No.
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Figure V-21. Effect of Air Force Pod No. 2 on Longitudinal 4
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FiueV-22. Summoary of WingtipPo Effects onLoitdnl? i.:..Ii
Characteristics, Air Force Pod No. 1 jI .
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Figure V1-23. Sunr.Ary of the Effects of Other Wingtip-Pod Configurations
on Longitudinal Characteristics.
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_:igr V-24. Effect of Folded Blades on Lift.
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Figure V-25. Effect of Folded Blades on Drag.T I
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Figure V-6 fetof Folded Blades on Pitcin met
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- Fgue V7. Effect of Folded Blades on Rolling Moment. 1
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LL Figure V-28. Effect of Folded Bldso a goet
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F1F117{ FiureV-2 Efectof Folded Blades on Side Force.
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Figure1 V-30. EfcofEngine Nacelles onl LogiuinaifV.. >

FiguraEffcterof ic for the Complete Aircra t.1j
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7-7 Figure V-31. Effect of Engine Nacelles on Longitudinal Characteristics T
for the Complete Aircraft Less Wi'ngtip Pods.
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r1.

~--~ Figure V-32. Effect of Engine Nacelles on Logitudinal Characteristics
for the Complete Aircraft Less Empennage.
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F77Tj Figure V-33. Effect of Engine Nacelles on Longitudinal Characteristics 1.4i
of the Fuselage and Wing.
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* Figure V-34. Summary of Engine-Nacelle Effects on Longitudinal
Characteristics.
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.7'. Figure V-35. Longitudinal Characteristics with Horizontal T'il Removedfrom Complete Aircraft.
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7 f Figure V-36. Longitudinal Characteristics with Horizontal Tail Removed T
from Complete Aircraft Less Engine Nacelles.
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F re -30.Summary of Horizontal Tail Contributions to
.1 Longitudinal Characterist is. 'J2 2
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Figure V-39. Horizontal Stabilizer Contributions to Pitch
Static Stability.
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* Figure V-40. Downwash on the Horizontal Stabilizer.
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Figure V 41. Basic Airframe Effects, Model Clean.I
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Figure V-42. Basic Airframe Effects.
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Figure V-43. Effect of Vortex Generators on Wing Contribution to Cl,.I * I, I
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.1 f~ Figure V-44. EfcofBldPdson Aircraft Dihedral Saiiy
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, . .. Figure V-45. Aircraft Dihedral Stability - Vortex Generators On.
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Figure V-46. Aircraft Dihedral 
Stability, Vortex 

Generators On.
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~I~~iFigure y-4q, Blade 6p;ening Effects, Air Force Pod No. I Flaps Down,
Vortex Generators on
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Figure V48Blade Opening Effects, Air Force Pod No.1 lp on .

Vortex Generators On.
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[:T7 Figure Bl'. 'ade Opening Effects, Air Force Pod No. 1, Flaps Down,
V ortex Generators On.
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...........................FigreV-0.Blad Opening Effects, Air Forze Pod No.* 1,FlpsDon
Vortex Cenerators On. . .
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Figure V-51. Blade Opening Effects, Air Force Pod No.1 lp on
I- Vortex Generators on.
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Figure V-52. Bl1ade Opening Effects, Air Farce Pod No. I., Flaps Down,II. Vortex Generators On.
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S.... Figure V-53. Aileron Effectiveness, Flaps and Aiern Up. ~
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~Figure V-54. Aileron Effectiveness, Flaps an Aleon-Dwn
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T~ 4J11. Figure V-55. Effect of Opening 3lades 15 Degrees on Aileron 1-
Effectiveness, Flaps and Ailerons Up.4J
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--4. Figure V-56. Effect of Opening Blades 15 Degrees on Aileron __
Effectiveness, Flaps and Ailerons'Down.
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Figur V-57. Effect of Roughness on Aileron Effectiveness. _4.
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Figure V-58.- Effect of Wingtip Pod and Blade Configuration on Aileron 71
Effectiveness with Blades Folded, Flaps Up.
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Figure V-59. Effect of Wingtip Pod and Blade Configuratioa on Aileron -
Effectiveness with Blades Folded, Flaps Down,
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Figure V-60. Effect of Wingtip Pod and Blade Configurathn on Aileron
Effectiveness with Blades Open 15 Degrees, 2laps Down.
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[T ~ IFigure V-62. Elevator Effectiveness, Flaps and Ailerons Down
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Fiur V-63, Rudder Effectiveness, AngleofAtcEqaZeoDges
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Figure V-64. Rudder Effectiveness, Angle of Attack Equal 11. Degrees.
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Figure V-65. Rolling Effectiveness of Rudder, Angle of Attack Equal I
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Figure V-66. Rolling Effectiveness of Rudder, Angle of Attack Equal - -

11 Degrees. -
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VI. POWERED FULL-SPAN FORCE MODEL

A. OBJECTIVES

A full-span powered force model of the D270A point design was designed and
fabricated as part of the Phase II effort. This comprised the larger part of
the Phase JI contracted effort, and therefore a description of the model is
included in this report. The model has subsequently completed initial tests
in the NASA V/STOL Wind Tunnel at Langley, Virginia under a separate contract.

The objectives of tests with this model were:

- To perform aerodynamic tests of the lo4-speed/transition-flight range
from helicopter mode through low-speed proprotor mode to investigate
baseline trim characteristics, forces and moments, and stability and
control derivatives.

- To identify and explore potential problem areas.

- To provide an experimental base for the validation of analytical
methods of deriving stability and control characteristics.

B. GENERAL

The capabilities of the model can best be summarized in terms of typical
stages in the testing of the tilt-rotor aircraft. The model can be used to
investigate at least the following areas:

- Net hover performance - derived from measuring total model lift,
input torque at each rotor, and rotor rpm. In addition, the gross
rotor thrust requIred to offset net airframe download may be deter-
mined by measuring the thrust of each rotor by means of balances in
each pylon.

- Differences in net hover performance - as influenced by changing flap
settings and ground proximity.

- Hovering downwash patterns and flow recirculation effects - under and
around the model at various heights as determined by flow visualiza-
tion or measuring techniques.

- Hovering acoustic signature distributions

- Hover control power assessment - by measuring net model pitch, roll,
and yaw moments as a function of remotely controlled mean longitudinal
cyclic pitch, differential collective Oitch, and differential longitu-
dinal cyclic pitch. Rotor moment contributions can be determined by

the pylon balances and flapping measurements. In addition, net pitch-
ing moment contributions due to the effects of wake recirculation on
horizontal tail loads, in and out of ground effect, may be determined
by removing the horizontal tail and measuring differences with the
sting balance.

- Variations in hover roll stability due to changes in ground proximity
as caused by cross-flow effects under the wing.

D270-099-003 
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- Performance and stability and control derivative variations - in very
low-speed helicopter flight (backside of the power curve). In
addition, the influence of the rotor wake on the net tail contribution
to the pitching moment may be determined by removing the tail. This
flight speed range would be investigated with tunnel test section
walls open.

- Helicopter mode climb and descents/autorotation - this area can be
investigated with tunnel walls open or closed depending on speed and
model power.

71
- Transition/conversion - in this higher speed range, tunnel walls will

be closed and pylon tilt angle would be changed bets.,een runs. Various
flight conditions would be encompassed by changes ... model angles of
attack and remotely-controlled settings of collective and cyclic rotor
pitch and elevator to determine stability and controllability deriva-
tives.

- Proprotor mode - performance and stability and control derivatives
can be obtained in proprotor mode representative of the speeds where
pylon tilting takes place and to higher speeds if desired.

Additional areas can be investigated which would be representative of later
sLages of testing in a tilt-rotor test program. Typical of such investiga-

tions would be:

- Maneuver envelope expansion - conditions near the limits of model/
balance capability would simulate maneuver conditions in pitch, roll,
and yaw (static effects only).

- STOL characteristics - in ground effect, high gross weight takeoff
runs could be simulated with moving-belt ground plane operation and
with walls open and closed.

Additional areas of investigation with the model, or its rotor and pylon
components, may be defined. Obviously, not all can be addressed in a single
test program. The maximum value of this model will be obtained by a safe
progression in testing from previous areas of operation into new areas with
excursions of a minimum number of control and operating condition parameters.

C. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The subject model, designated the Bell CIO0-FIB, is a one-tenth-scale powered
full-span force model of the Bell D270A defined in Phase I.

The model's one-tenth-scale size and length scale factor were selected such
that the diameter of its proprotors are the same as that of aeroelastic models
from which prior blade and rotor fabrication experience was available. The
proprotors are five feet in diameter. The blades are scaled to have a Lock
number of one in ear, scale spanwise and chordwise mass distributions, and
scale beam and chord inertias for the length, mass, and time scale factors
selected. A principal design objective was development of the highest possible
model thrust and power while maintaining scale wingtip-pod dimensions. This
resulted after design iterations in a velocity scale factor of 0.6.
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A four-component balance system is incorporated in each pylon assembly for
measurement of rotor lift and torque and the complete model is supported on
a fuselage-mounted six-component balance for total aircraft forces and
moments. The proprotors are mechanically interconnected and are driven by
two variable-frequency motors mounted in the fuselage and having a continuous-
operating temperature rating of 34 horsepower total. Flaps, ailerons,
horizontal stabilizer, and mast angle are adjustable to fixed angle settings,
and cyclic and collective pitch are remotely controllable on each proprotor.

Model parameters are shown in Table VI-I and photographs of the model during

functional checkout are shown in Figure VI-l.

1. Model Installation

Testing is planned for the NASA V/STOL wind tunnel. By use of either fixed
variable or remotely variable sting knuckles, sufficient pitch range is avail-
able to test steep descent or climb angles or to operate in ground effect above
the moving-belt ground plane. The sting enters the lower aft portion of the
fuselage. A balance block is furnished with the model for mounting to the
tunnel-furnished six-component balance. Possible test speed range is from zero
to maximum tunnel speed.

2. Fuselage

The center transmission of the drive system is made an inite-ral part of the
fuselage center structure in order to provide the necessary interconnect shaft
placement and gear sizing for design powers. Wing spars are bolted to the top
of the gearbox and integral bulkheads pick up sting loads and loads from the
forward and aft fuselage structure.

The basic fuselage backbone from the gearbox and wing aft to the tail is a
square steel tube with aluminum plate bulkheads to support removable fiberglass
fairing shells. Forward of the wing tulkhead, four aluminum longerons extend
forward to support motor and center gearbox mounting bulkheads and the nose
section aft bulkhead. The cylindrical fuselage section at and ahead of the
wing is formed by two removable shells of curved aluminum plate. Forward of
the nose section bulkhead, a V-shaped brace extends to the inside of the nose
of the fiberglass forward section. A level plate is built into the nose sec-
tion for internal mounting of the remote-reading angle of attack indicator.
Double-curvature windshield area lines were accepted for test purposes.

3. Empennage

The vertical tail is conventional construction, having a steel spar attached
to the aft portion of the fuselage backbone. Near the root end of the ver-
tical tail spar is the drive motor and potentiometer for remote control and
readout of elevator setting. The horizontal tail aluminum spar is mounted
midway up the vertical. No rudder is provided, but the elevator is remotely
adjustable over a range of +20 degrees. Horizontal stabilizer incidence may
be varied k5 degrees by changing fillet blocks which attack the horizontal
tail spars to the vertical tail spar. The aerodynamic shape for the hori-
zontal and vertical tail is formed from wood panels.
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Both vertical and horizontal stabilizers have a change in airfoil section
percent thickness between root and tip. To avoid development time for modi-
fications required for wrapped skins, the surfaces are developed to have
straight lines between points at the root arid tip at the same percent chord.
Root and tip airfoil section were changed to the A series for easier fabri-
cation. Conflicting information was found on the effect of this on elevator
and rudder effectiveness but it was indicated to be small. Dorsal cross
sections were developed. The objective here was a sharp-edge dorsal for
improved directional stability at small angles.

4. Wing

The basic wing structure is an aluminum channel section which is closed to
form a torque box by means of bolted-on, lower-surface aluminum plates. At
the root end of each wing box, a forked-shaped steel root fitting is attached
which straddles the upper part of the center gearbox. The rotor interconnect
power shaft is thereby introduced into the wing box for powering tle tip-
mounted rotors. The wing is mounted to the model at the center gearbox case.
The wing has ailerons and flaps which can be set at fixed incidences by angle
brackets. Available flap angle brackets are 0 or 50 degrees, and ailerons
are 0 or 20 degrees. The aerodynamic contours are provided on wing and con-
trol surfaces by shaped wood panels attached to the metal spars. Wing and
pylon coupled frequencies are not scale, but are planned Lo avoid resonance
with principal exciting frequencies. Wing airfoil selection and incidence
lefinition during Phase I was minimal. This was reviewed briefly for the
model, and a 64-318 (a equals 0.8) section was used, set at an NACA airfoil
section chord line to fuselage waterlite incidence of 2 degrees.

5. Drive System

The proprotor drive system ccnsists of two TASK motors (TASK Part Number
13390-1) mounted in the fuselage driving aft through flexible couplings
(LOVEJOY Part Number U-62) into a gearbox which reduces motor speed by three
at its output. The outputs of the gearbox are coupled to the interconnect
shafts with universal joints (LOVEJOY NB-8B). The center gearbox-to-
interconnect shaft angle is equal to the angle between the interconnect
shaft and the wingtip gearboxes. The U-joint fittings are aligned to minimize
torsional oscillations of the wingtip gearbox input. The angle is created due
to wing dihedral. The wingtip gearboxes provide a further reduction of shaft
speed by a ratio of two to one. The wingtip gearboxes are modified Bell Model
47 helicopter, 90-degree, tail rotor gearboxes. The rotor pylon conversion
axis is concentric with the input drive quill to allow for adjusting pylon
tilt angles. Pylon tilt struts are provided for pylon angles of 90 (heli-
copter), 75, 60, 45, and 30 degrees, and the pylon bolts to the wing for an
angle of 0 degrees (airplane).

The output of the 90-degree box is aligned with the rotor shaft axis and is
coupled to the rotor shaft with a special coupling. The coupling is designed
to minimize the transmittal of longitudinal elastic or friction forces into
the rotor assembly which is mounted on a three-component balance. The last
link in the model drive system is the rotor shaft. Each rotor shaft is strain
gaged to sense rotor torque with dual, temperature-compensated bridges. An
extension of the wingtip gearbox output shaft opposite to the rotor coupling
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carries an instrumentation slip ring (for rotor blade loads, flapping, etc.)
and a tachometer/azimuth wheel foz driving a magnetic pulse pickup. The
drive motors and center gearbox are water cooled and have water flow rates of
three gallons per minute for each motor and 2.5 gallons per minute for the
center gearbox.

6. Proprotors and Controls

Each five-foot-diameter proprotor has three blades, mounted to a gimbal hub
to permit rotor flapping. The gimbal flapping is restrained by springs
located in the rotating system. The blade grips are provided with needle
bearings to accomnodate changes in blade pitch while the rotor is operating.
Blade centrifugal force is reacted with tension-torsion wire belts which
accommodate oscillatory and steady pitch change motions due to flapping or
cyclic and collective pitch motions. Flapping of the gimbal, as defined by
flapping about the reference blade, is sensed with a strain gaged flexure
referenced to the rotor shaft. On the left rotor, flapping is measured about
an axis in line with the white blade and on the right rotor, the yellow blade.
The rotor blades are dynamically scaled in stiffness and mass distribution
based on a model tip speed 0.6 times full-scale tip speed. The model rotors
have been operated at 1884 rpm, representative of a full-scale hover tip
speed of 822 feet per second, a thrust of 340 pounds, representative of 133
percent of full-scale design gross weight (assuming 7 percent wing download),
and a cyclic pitch of ±8 degrees. The model blades are provided with
strain gages for monitoring beam, chord, and torsion loads. A temporary set
of allowable loads have been used for functional check runs of the model at
the contractor's facility.

The proprotors have remotely-controlled collective pitch and longitudinal
monocyclic pitch control for each rotor. The cyclic pitch range provided at
the blade is about *12 degrees. The collective range of the blade at the
3/4R station is continuously variable from -5 to +39 degrees. Cyclic and
collective control angle positions are instrumented on both rotors. During
adjustments of blade pitch, the maximum cyclic rate is approximately 1.6
degrees per second and the maximum collective rate is approximately 4.0
degrees per second. Provisions are made to command the collective actuator
motors together, or the right motor independently for trim. Loads generated
in the model collective and cyclic pitch control systems do not cross the
rotor three-component balances and are monitored by an instrumented pitch
link on each rotor.

TABLE VI-I. FULL-SCALE AND MODEL PARAMETERS

Scale Factors (Model/Full Scale)

Length 0.10
Velocity 0.60 2
Force 0.36 x 103
Moment 0.36 X 10 2
Power 0.216 x 10"

Time 0.1667
Air density 1.000
Blade Lock number 1.00
Blade mass 0.001

DJ
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TABLE VI-I. Continued

Blade stiffness 0.36 x 10-

Blade elastic modulus 0.36
Blade stress 0.36
Area 0.010
Volume 0.001
Frequency 6.0
Acceleration 3.6
Angular velocity 6.0
Reynolds number 0.06
Froude number 0.036

Parameters Full Scale Model

Aircraft and model designation D270A C1O0-FlB

Design Gross Weight and Model Lift

Gross weight/o-' at SLS lb 66000 238
Gross weight/A' at design lb 68659 284

conditions (3000 ft, 950F)

Rotor

Diameter ft 50 5
Number of blades per rotor 3 3
Disc area per rotor ft2  1964 19.64
Disc loading
Design gross weight/-' at SLS lb/ft2  16.8 6.1
Design gross weight/a-' at lb/ft2  20.0 7.3

3000 ft, 950F
Solidity 0.1275 0.1275
Blade chord in. 40 4.0
Blade twist deg 25 25
Airfoil section

Tip 64-208, 64-208,
a = 0.3 a = 0.3

30 percent R 64-217.3, 64-217.3,
a = 0.3 a = 0.3

Tip speed
Helicopter, takeoff ft/sec 822 493
Transition ft/sec 700 420

Rotational speed
Helicopter, takeoff rpm 314 1884
Transition rpm 268 1604

Distance between rotor ft 64.25 6.425
centerlines

Distance, conversion axis ft 10.19 1.02
to rotor hub

Pylon angles deg 0-90 0, 15, 30,
45, 60, 90

Hub spring rate (each rotor) ft-lb/dag 1500 0.54
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TABTE VI-I. Continued

Wing Units Full Scale Model

Airfoil
Root 64 x 18 64-318,

a = 0.8
Tip 64 x 15 64-318,

a = 0.8
Span ft 64.25 6.425
Area ft2  706 7.06
Loading at gross weight/' lb/ft2  93.5 33.7

at SLS
Aspect ratio 5.85 5.85
Root chord (centerline fuselage) in. 157.0 15.7
Tip chord (centerline pod) in. 107.0 10.7
Mean aerodynamic chord in. 133.4 13.34
Leading edge sweep deg 6 6
Dihedral deg 2 2
Flap area per side ft2  34.94 0.397
Aileron area per side ft2  23.3 0.296
Aileron settings

Hover deg 60 60
Transition deg 20 20

Flap settings
Hover deg 60 60
Transition deg 50 50

Horizontal Stabilizer

Airfoil
Root 64012 64A012

Span ft 33.33 3.33
Area ft2  250 2.50
Aspect ratio 4.5 4.5
Mean aerodynamic chord ft 7.56 0.756
Elevator area ft2  51 0.51

Vertical Stabilizer

Airfoil
Root 64015 64A015
Tip 64008 64A008

Area ft2  205 2.05
Aspect ratio 1.6 1.6
Mean aerodynamic chord in. 139 13.9
Rudder area ft2 43.9 none
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TABLE VI-I. Concluded

Power Full Scale Model

Installed, MRP, SLS
(4) Lycoming LTC4V-1 der. shp 17680 (38.2)

Full-scale transmission power
limits
Helicopter, takeoff shp 16000 (34.6)
Transition shp 13500 (29.16)

Model transmission gear
ratio, motor:rotor 6:1

Model drive motor speed
Helicopter, takeoff rpm 11303
Transition rpm 9625

Model drive motor design
power at operating rpm,
total (2 motors)
Helicopter, takeoff sbp 57
Transition shp 50

Model drive motor, one hour
power rating (73.5 percent)
total (2 motors)
Helicopter, takeoff shp 42

Model drive motor power at
continuous operating
temperature during calibra-
tion shp 34

( )Required scale installed power

7. Instrumentation and Wiring Items

a. Parameters Measured

The model instrumentation permits measuring the following parameters:

- Blade beamwise loads (27.3% R)
- Blade chordwise loads (27.3% R)
- Blade torsion loads (27.3% R)
- Blade (gimbal) flapping
- Pitch link load
- Rotor torque
- Rotor spt "-nd azimuth
- Collective pitch actuator position
- Cyclic pit:h actuator position
- Rotor axial force (three-component balance)
- Rotor pitching moment (three-component balance)
- Rotor yawing moment (three-component balance)
- Wiring provisions for pylon-mounted accelerometers
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- Wing driveshaft bearing temperature (3 per wing)
- Wingtip gearbox temperatures
- Center gearbox temperature
- Drive motor forward bearing temperature
- Drive motor aft bearing temperature

8. Rotor Balances

A three-component rotor load cell is installed in each pylon. The balances
are one-piece construction with two concentric cylinders welded together, and
with eight flexures. The primary measurement is rotor axial force for rotor-
wing lift-distribution data. Longitudinal and lateral moments are measured
and included in balance equations to obtain the specified accuracy of rotor
axial force and to provide additional rotor data. The balances are tempera-
ture and modulus compensated, and they are stiff longitudinally and laterally
for frequency control. Bell Specification 85-643 gives loads, stiffnesses,
accuracies, and temperature ranges, and Vought Aeronautics Report 2-59720/
IR-50809 presents a structural analysis and four component equations derived
from six-component calibration of the load cell alone.

An integral part of the balance assembly, although not structurally a part of
the balance, is the dual metal-bellows coupling that transmits rotor torque
across the balance. The balance is axially stiff and the coupling soft. Bal-
ance stiffness in this direction is 1200 times that of the coupling to mini-
mize the coupling effect on balance thrust slope. The bellows provide a sym-
metrical load path for transmittal of torque, low torque interactions on thrust,
and are loaded to one half of their rated infinite-life torque for linearity
of the remaining torque interaction. Dual bellows permit misalignments, if
any, and safety stops are incorporated, if a bellows fails,.to restrain the
coupling parts and to continue transmittal of torque to the proprotor.

Dual thrust bridges are incorporated in each balance to permit the tunnel test
to continue if signal from one bridge is lost, and as found during calibration,
to cancel interaction of residual torque acting on the upper balance flange
due to upper mast bearin- friction. Dual torque bridges are included on each
rotor shaft to permit the test to continue if a signal is lost, and as found
during calibration, to cancel static-calibration hysteresis traceable to the
calibration-fixture attachment joint at the mast, which is close to the torque
bridges. Each bridge is recorded separately during calibration and test and
included in the equation for thrust.

The three-component rotor load cells and mast torque as assembled make up a
four-component system. Measurement of rotor flapping of the gimballed hub and
hub/spinner tares will give additional rotor date for analysis of selected
points.

D. TEST PROGRAM

The following paragraphs discuss specific aspects which can be investigated
during initial wind-tunnel testing.

I. Hover Fliht

Tests in this mode, as well ts in helicopter forward flight, would investigate
differences in performance and control between the tilt-proprotor aircraft
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and the conventional helicopter for which theory and prediction methods are
largely developed and verified. The differences are due to the side..by-side
rotors, the wing, the ability to tilt the masts, large blade twist, and the
large horizontal tail.

Wing download in hover causes an increase in proprotor thrust required to
hover. The download is a significant function-of ratio of disc area to wing
area, wing geometry including flaps, blade geometry including solidity (disc
loading), and blade twist. The model is equipped with rotor balances to
measure lift at each rotor and it has a sting balance to measure total air-
craft lift, for measurement of this lift distribu-.on. With variable collec-
tive pitch and rotary sting, a range of thrust levels and rotor height-to-
diameter ratios (H/D), can easily be tested during operational checkout of
the model prior to tunnel entry.

With the ability to roll the model using the rotary sting, roll static sta-
bility can be determined in ground effect where unique aerodynamic interfer-

ence effects exist due to proximity of wing and fuselage to the ground plane.
With the remote cyclic, and differential collective and cyclic pitch, tests
can easily include pitch, roll, and yaw control power test in hover, in and
out of ground effect.

The hover tests can include the following, shown in the order of priority.

- Definition of wing download, hover power, and rotor thrust over a range
of collective pitch settings, out of ground effect.

- Definition of hover control gradients out of ground effect in pitch,
roll and yaw at one thrust level.

- Definition of wing download, hover power required versus ground effect

height.

- Definition of roll stability in ground effect.

- Definition of roll control gradients in ground effect while rolled.

2. Helicopter Flight

Interference between the wing, proprotor, and empennage occtirs in all flight
modes. The effects are both static and dynamic. With respect to static effects,
there are uncertainties in the helicopter mode, particularly in regard
to representation of proprotor wakes at the horizontal tail. It is important
to conduct tests in this area with tail-on and tail-off for data than can be
used to validate theory used in calculation of control positions. These tests
should encompass level flight, climb, and steep-descent/autorotation flight
conditions,

The side-by-side rotors mounted at wing tips result in a large overall span of
the proprotor-wing 'fting system. One effect of this is an increase in aspect
ratio of the side-by-side rotors relative to that of a single rotor having the
samne equivalent total disc area. Induced power should be reduced considerably,
particularly at low to moderate speeds. The magnitude of this reduction, how-
ever, is unknown due in part to the gap between inboard edges of the rotor discs
and due to bi-plane interference between rotor and wing. Tests for these effects
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should include measurements of power and lift from minimum tunnel speeds for
meaningful data up to helicopter-mode high speed. Results will be compared
with theoretica. predictions.

Another characteristic of the tilt proprotor in this mode is the ability to
tilt the masts and to share lift between the rotors and wing beginning at
moderate speeds. It is desirable to reduce wing download from its hover
value as soon as possible and to develop positive wing lift at moderate to
high advance ratios to unload the proprotors. The test should encompass two
mast angles.

Proprotor blade twist rate is more than three times that used on helicopter
blades. During forward flight, in this mode, this produces a high amount of
inboard blade stall with subsequent power losses, which could restrict flight
ranges for steep descents or autorotative flight. The high twist also causes
the advancing blade to operate at large negative angles of attack in high-
speed flight. This may be more of a limitation to helicopter-mode flight
boundaries than retreating blade stall. Tests of these operating conditions
should be included to verify or adjust the theory and determine blade dynamic
loading.

A preliminary test matrix for the helicopter mode is given below. (Velocities
are typical full-scale values.)

MAST ANGLE 90 DEGREES

Velocity, knots 40 80 120

. (level flight) -1 -5 -10, Fuselage

! (climb) -10 -15 -
: Fuse lage

MAST ANGLE 75 DEGREES

Velocity, knots 40 80 120

(level flight) 15 10 5
°Fuse lage

(climb) 3 0 0afuselage

MAST ANGLE 90 DEGREES

Velocity, kncts 60 80 100

aFuselage 15 15 15

The initial run at each point in the matrix is a collective pitch sweep to
encompass one g lift conditions, near trim. Angle of attack, tunnel speed,
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a -
mast engle, and rpm are constant. Cyclic pitch is adjusted to zero longi-
tudinal flapping at each collective pitch setting. The procedure is similar
to that used in other tests and at the NASA-Langley 30- by 60-foot wind
tunnel during recent rotor tests.

At the collective pitch nearest one g flight (and cyclic pitch from the prior
run), angle of attack is varied *4 degrees for longitudinal stability deriva-
tives and aerodynamic characteristics. Tunnel speed, mast angle, collective
pitch, and cyclic pitch are constant. Similarly, yaw angle is varied *5 and
*10 degrees for lateral characteristics.

The above runs are repeated with the horizontal stabilizer removed. Angle of
attack and yaw runs are made with collective and cyclic pitch settings used
during tail-on runs.

3. Helicopter Slow-Speed Flight

The calculation of tilt-proprotor control and aerodynamic characteristics
in the transition range from hover to 40 knots involves uncertainties. It
is in this range where the XV-3 initially experiene-d a substantial stick
reversal due to upwash on the tail during in-grou-nd-effect takeoffs. It is
in this rarge where wake angles are changing rapidly and the side-by-side
rotors make a transition from single rotor to side-by-side rotor-wake charac-
teristics. Calculation of power required both in and out of ground effect is
uncertain due to unknown variations of wing download in the complex rotor
wake. It is considered important that data be obtained in these areas.

The following test matrix is proposed:

V
Yaw Angle knots
degrees (full scale) 0 10 20 30 40

0 H/D .5 &

0 H/D .67

0 OGE

10 H/D .5

10 HID .67

10 OGE

Tests at each point in the matrix should be conducted with tail on and tail
off. Collective pitch, cyclic pitch, and fuselage angle are constant, and
collective pitch is near that for one g lift as determined from hover tests.
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4. Conversion Flight

A tentative test matrix for conversion flight mode tests is shown below.

MAST ANGLE FUSELAGE ANGLE
(degrees) (degrees)

60 5

60 10

45 10

30 10

0 10

Tests at each point are conducted at cne tunnel speed corresponding to a full-
scale speed of 120 knots. At each point, collective pitch sweeps are made
encompassing one g lift and cyclic pitch is set for zero flapping. Airframe
pitch and yaw sweeps are made during subsequent runs with constant control
settings for stability characteristics. At a selected collective pitch setting,
rotor moment gradients generated by a cyclic pitch sweep of *2 degrees may be
obtained.

5. Airplane Flight

In airplane mode, it is proposed to test at maximum tunnel speed. At that
speed, collective pitch sweeps are made at two tip speeds to measure pro-
pulsive efficiency. Perturbations of angle of attack and yaw angle are made
at one tip speed and two collective pitch settings.

6. Rotor-Off Data

Conventional rotor-off airframe data, tail on and tail off, are obtained for
selected tunnel speeds to complete the data needed for analysis of test
results.
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a. Helicopter Mode

* I, -'

b, Airplane Mode

Figure VI-I. ClOO Model During Functional Check Runs.
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